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INTRODUCTION 
This paper will attempt an examination of elementary 
character edi)~cation courses of study of typical cities and 
states for the purpose of ascertaining what kind of character 
education is being carried on in the United St['ctes. What are 
the objectives and methods of character ed~cation as evidenced 
by chaI'ecter education curricula? How do the courses of study 
in character education conform to generally accepted criteria 
for curriculum-ma:dng? 'This paper will attempt to summarize 
the object! ves, methods, and general make ... up o·f the courses 
of study included. There will be no attempt to evaluate the 
material, as the objectives, subject-m~tter, and methods of 
charE.cter education are still in the experimental stage. 
For the purpose of this paper, a random sample of.such 
courses of study as might be secured from the one hundred 
largest cities and from all states, was considered sufficient. 
Accordingly,l~tte:.r-s were written to boards of education of the 
above-mentioned cities and to state superintendents of public 
instruction of each state, requesting chl:lra.cter education 
courses Df study or monographs issued on the subject of 
cha"acter education. Some cour'ses of study were out of print 
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at the time, namely: Newark, New Jersey; Atlanta, Georgia; 
Salem, Oregon; ,and Schenectady, New York. Saint Louis, 
Missouri, replied that it had no character education course 
of study. The writer later found that there was a course in 
socializing-integrating activities which pSTtained partly 
to character-training. "Progress and Patriotism" il? the 
course of study issued by Sioux City, Iowa. It is la~gely 
historical in content. Neither of these courses is used in 
this study_ Indiana sent a report of a chal'acter educ ution 
conference, and Detroit, Michigan, sent the first report of 
the Committee on Character Education, which is carrying on an 
experiment in thlit city. These reports were not suitable fpr 
this paper. Dayton, Ohio, carries on its moral education by 
excusing pupils for periods to attend local churches. The 
bulletin explaining the procedure was not included, for our 
study is concerned with work carried on within the public 
schools. Some cities and states did not reply to the 
original or follow-up letters. 
Bulletins from the following cities and states were used 
in this paper: 
I. Alabama 
II. Birmingham, Alabama 
III. Boston, Massa~husetts 
IV. fuffalo, New York 
v. Denver, Colorado 
VI. Fort Wayne, Indiana 
VII. Idaho 
VIII. Indianapolis, Indiana 
IX. Iowa 
, ..... . 
., 
cd4! 
X. Kansas City, Missouri 
XI. Kentucky 
XII. Long Beach, California 
XIII. Los Angeles, California 
XIV. Maryland 
XV. Minneapolis, Minnesota 
XVI. Mississippi 
XVII. Missouri 
XVIII. Nebras}<:a 
XIX. New Hampshire . 
XX. New York, New York 
XXI. Norfolk, Virginia 
XXII. Oakland, California 
XXIII. Oklahoma. City, Oklahoma 
XXIV." Omaha, N ebra ska 
XXV~ Philadelph!a, Pennsylvania 
XXVI. Spokane, Washington 
XXVII. Texas " 
XXVIII. Utah 
'!here is undoubtedly a great deal of chara"cter edtl'Catllon 
going dm in public schools of the United States which1snot 
included in this study. Teachers a r e constantly instilling 
character qualities in pupils but there is "a questions as to 
whether these qualities are alwliYs ethical. There are 
probably some very fine courses of study in character 
eduoation in cities smaller than the one hundred largest 
cities but they have been eliminated. There are no doubt very 
fine suggestions fo r cha.racter education in general courses of 
study, especially in the field of " the social studies, but this 
material will not be considered unless it is specifically 
lis ted under the heading of character "education. 
What is character? Charters says charact er applies to the 
most fundamental of the traits of rsonalit 
. " 
-------------.... ------"'''''''--.....:...---..-;..'"""--''--'--~~ .•. ~ .•..... " ..•. ".". "" ... ~ ~"." .•.. "' 
· · ·il~!. '~· r:=-.' -~----I ~~;;. 
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Bobbitt calls character the substance of all that one does 
( 6: 156 ). Character', according to Martin, is conduct, the 
inner a nd outer aspects of the self ( 25: 9). Character is 
a matter of strength that comes f r om victory over obstacles, 
in Ne umann's definition ( 35: 237). Morgan holds thut 
character equals the total qualities of an individual both 
good and ' bad, especially the traits that control conduct 
(30: 26 7-68). Germane calls charact er the sum total of 
one 's ways of r esponding that have become fairly well 
established or set ( 19: x). Dewey holds that character is 
that body of active tendencies and interests in the individual 
whi ch make him open, ready, warm to certain things and callous., 
cold, and blind to others, and which accordingly habitually 
tend to make him acutely aware of and: fa:VDrable' tocertilin 
sorts of consequences, and ignorant of or hostile to others 
( 53: 4-5 ). 
Symonds, after examining the defini tions of charact f:~r given 
by well-known psychologists, states that they can be reduced 
to two fundamentally different viewpoints: that of Bagle.,-, who 
calls character, conduct (52: 287) and that of Dewey, who holds 
that character is whatever lies behind an act in the way of 
d~liberati on and desire (52: 287). Symonds makes the followin 
summary of things with which character is concerned: 
Character has to do with those .phases of man's behavior i 
, __ o_t_h_e_r_t_h_a_n_· _ ... ~_' in~Jit_\Ce_,l ... _l_e_c_~_u_a_I_·-__ ,""· ..•.  -.";;""· i\~iH-\ ": ,':'":,---------------" , J 
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Character is observed in the crystallization of definite 
traits. 
Character represents an organization of behavior. 
Character is related to conduct - some say thl'it chara cter i 
a summation of conduct - others say that conduct issues from 
character. 
Character is the result , of an evaluation. 
Character ha s to do with outward expressions of one's 
attitude and disposition. 
Character, in a limited s ense, refers to socialization, 
self-seeking, and social participation (52:285). 
These opposite concepts of charact er lead to very different 
methods of character education. If character is c onduct, the 
child must be trained in each situation which he will meet. 
If character is what lies back of conduct, the course of study 
should present means to instill the appr.opriate desires into 
the individual. In either case, there must be knowledge. If 
the definition is ,used that character is life guided by 
principles (III:~), we have a definition that includes both 
conduct and what lies back of it. Then character education 
will include both. the emotions back of cha.racter and correct 
action, o r' both traits and trai tactions. 
Some terms have been used which require definition. A trait 
may be defined as a type react .. The trai t of coura e 
I 
1 
,j 
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indicates tha.t the individual who . possesses this quality is 
likely to react according to type In Ii wide variety ·of 
situations (13: 33). An ideal is Ii trait which has become the 
object of desire (13: 33). Trait actions are forms of 
activity through which a trait is exemplified (13: 36). 
Skills are trait actions which have been reduced to habits 
(13: 37). 
Curriculum is deffned by Harap as all the experiences that 
all the children aT'e m.ost likely to have (21: 61). Bobbitt 
states that the pupils' activities and experiences are the 
curriculum (21: 11). We may.expect the curriculum in 
character education to contain activities by which objectives 
may be carried out. 
This pa.per will use the terms direct instruction and 
indirect instruction. Charters says that direct moral 
instruction means that form which begins with s. consideration 
of traits, that indirect instruction begins with a . 
consideration of situations (13: 184). In the direct method 
specific character traits are selected for discussion, and 
work is assigned which will bring into exercise the traits 
(53: 187). 'Th6iridireet method makes the moral aspect a , 
bi-product and incidental (53: 188). Probably a better 
classification would be that of formal and informal training. 
Formal ~raining is securedbypJanned instruction at a definit 
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period. Informal training occurs, for example, when the 
teacher plans an excursion where circumstances will reveal a 
character situation, but one which would not seem to be 
such to the child. Such training is direct in the mind of the 
teacher, but indirect in the mind of the child. 
'The plan' of this paper is first to give a brief history of 
the modern revival of interest in character education. There 
will follow a general r~sum~ of each of the courses' of study 
obtained from the states and larger cities. After that there 
will be the compila tion of uniform practices of the courses o,f 
study. For this part of thf work, the courses of study will 
be designat.ed by Roman numerals as noted on pages 2 and 3. 
Many of the courses of study included high-school material. 
The writer used only the first six gredes and kindergarten 
material, as some of the courses included only these. The 
bibliography contains the number of grades included, the 
school system issuing the course, ahd annotions as to the 
procedure by which it was made. 
In studying the general objectives of these courses of 
study, the expressed or implied general objectives of each 
course were copied on cards. The objectives were combined on 
large sheets of paper, and were then placed in order according 
to the numbers of courses in which they occurred. The 
combining of traits involved more steps. First, a list of 
i t 
" 
-8 ... 
every trait mentioned was made. 'lhesetraits were then placed 
alphabetica.llyon large sheets ofpaper -a.s a table, so that 
those of the various courses might be more easily checked. 
~he traits were then arranged in order according to the number 
of courses of study in which they were found. The traits had 
beeo checked by number according to the order in which they 
occurred. It was possible on the s eme large paper to 
designat e the traits which were first, sec ~nd, and so on. 
Lists of the traits placed first, second; and third were then 
made and arpanged in order according to the number of courses 
in which they appeared. The frequency of traits in each gr Etde 
was compiled in the same way, except th&t the traits were 
merely tabulated to find the frequency. 
'The tabulating of single items in the curricula studied was 
not djfficult, as the courses could be listed by number with 
the items at the left and latEr listed according to frequency. 
In this way the course of study were examined for procedure 
in making, use of codes, professional side, and correlations. 
The table for the summary of course ::" was prepared and the 
courses were checked against the items of the table. 
'As the study proceeded, it was found that there was a great 
range in the number of traits mentioned in the courses of 
study. 1he writer des i red to find how these ideals compared 
wi th virtues accepted by codes 'and specialists in character 
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education. Accordingly, a list of ideals was 
prepared including those mentioned es and by one 
specialist. These were -.. , sed as a basis and i t !t.a.s found that 
f- ", 
meny of the virtues named by the courses of studi ' ~:f)re rea.lly 
trai t actions and could be combined under the twenty.-Qne 
I 
ideals. 
Curriculum-making is beginning to be governed by certain 
standards. In order to see if the curricula studied 
corresponded with these standards, criteria, formulated by 
the Bureau of Curriculum Research of Teachers College, were 
used (51: 43-49). 
... , "' ~:S'~~~~,~*,~!:~r ' I 
"" : ' 
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ChAPTER I 
THE MODERN REVIVAL OF CHARACTER EDUCATION 
AND STUDIES IN TID'; FIELD 
'I'hecolonial schools were created with a religious motive: 
to teach to read and interpret th e Bible, and to prepare 
students for ministerial duties. Toward the middle of the 
eighteenth century the public school left the jurisdiction 
the church and the state took over the work of education. 
The objectives of education became largely academic. Conduct 
was avoided in program~ of study. although good behavior 
r emained the requirement for good school-room procedure. This 
was the natural result of the exclusion of religious aims from 
public education. 
Home life wa$ such that moral instruction held a prominent 
place i n it. Life was simple, and the morel adjustments were 
not hard to make (17: 115). Once the core of character 
development was fOl..md in the fac t that children grew up with 
theIr parents in actual communities and learned to work by 
working. They ma.de themselves in the process of maklng things 
22: 113-14 • 
th'ed'l~o~e between learning 
In orde'r to train l:ri, character, we mus t do so 
' in terms of act!onsand not in terms of mere knowledge. 
Sherwood gives the following reasons for the lack of 
provision for moral education in the curriculum: the transfer 
of the school from the church to the state, the demand of .the 
stat f for an intelligent vote resulting in emphasis on civic 
virtues ra ther than moral quali ties, 'th-e mechanization of 
industry, prejudice against direct formal character instruction 
and emphasis upon information (41: 71). 
About 1890 there began the realization that constant ' -
intellectual enlightenment without ethical use of knowledge 
was useless. Many philosophical books on morals were written 
in the beginning of the new century. These books drew the 
attention of educators to the need of moral training but 
offered little practical advice on the teaching of it. There 
was a natural prejudice against the formal teaching of 
character, lest it follow the formali :zing tendency that other 
studies had acquired. On the other hand, with a more 
scientific attitude toward the curriculum, there grew the 
understanding that, if there was no provision for character 
in the curriculum, certain aspects of character would be 
neglected. 
. 
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In 1916 an unknown donor offered, through the Character 
-Education Institution, a prize of ,5,000 for a code of morals 
children. Hutchins, the president of Berea College, won 
the prize with the well-known "Children's Morality Code." 
It was verified by: 
1. A comparison with literature in the moral education of 
children. 
2. Popular vote by members of state character education 
"' -commi ttees. !. 
'k 
f 3. Comparison with 51 other codes submitted. 
4. Criticism of representatives of the social scienees~ 
5. Checking against " a list of 650 childhood morality codes. 
6. Checking against 92 desirable hUman characteristics 
(34: 432). 
A High-School Morality Code by Vernon P. Squires, submitted 
in the same contest, has been used by many high-schools in the 
country (XVIII: 138). 
Collier's .Magazine published a moral code for children in 
1925. Prizes were offered by the maga zl.ne for the best means 
of teaching the code (14: 3). The u sefulness of these codes 
lies in the formula t ion of moral achi ovement tow!:i.rd which 
children may be guided. They stimulated interest in character 
education. 
j 
r " r "" /cil 
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Many people think that the best t ype of moral code is that 
drawn up by students of a school or group. Children 
are more anxious to carry out ideals which they have worked -
out themse l ves. The language and experiences of such a code 
might be more understandable ,than in one written by adul ts. 
The teacher who guides the pupils in their work can alWayS see 
I, 
. 
that important points are brought to the attention of the 
compilers and incorporated in the code. 
Another pri ze was offered, in H i24, for the best method of 
teaching character. Educators in various states contest'ed. 
Methods of teaching character in the kindergarten, elementary :, 
• . . I 
schools, junior high-schools, and senior high-schoOls, as· -well 
as the preparation of the teacher, were considered. 
wa s won by the State of Iowa under the direction of Starbuck 
of the UniverSity of Iowa. 'Ihe Iowa Plan 1s an example of the 
indirect method of teaching character. The foundation 
principles are: 
Have a goal. 
Measure progress and product. 
The ~nd is personal. 
The end is social. 
The end is practical. 
The foundation of character is conduct. 
Vitalize conduct through the sympathies. 
Furn1shthe -mind with boIs of ri " : 
~ 
• --' , I - : r)i Ttl' 
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Develop progressive skill in moral thoughtfulness. 
Translate duty into beauty. 
Familiarize children with the best of the racial 
Awaken loyalty to a cause. 
Stimulate the spirit of reverence (10: 13). 
'\ 
In 1926 the National Education Association made an inquiry 
into the status of character education in the United States. 
The report of the Character Education Committee, published in 
the Fourth Year Book of the Department of Superintendence, 
acquainted schools throughout the country, with the efforts 
which were being made for charEcter development at the t1nJ.e 
and gave briefly the contents of some courses of study then 
in use. 
An inquiry covering the following eight point s was .sent to 
the three hundred cities enrolled in the Cooperative Plan of 
CurriculuM Revision: 
1. Provision of a definite period in daily sch091 program 
for charact pr training in elementary schools, junior high-
schools, or Benior high-schools. 
2. Use of a pr i nted character educe.tion course. 
3. Listing of subjects with suggest i ons for correlation 
with character. 
4. Days per week when opening exercise period is used to 
promote character. 
, ' . , ... ~~ .• ,;:w .• " • .. ~., . , 
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5. Suggestions as to ways in which character education may 
be furthered by the recitation. 
6 . Suggesticns as to ways in which chara cter education may 
be f urthered by classroom r elations outside the recitation. 
7. Suggestions as to ways in which character education may 
be furt hered t y the life of the school as a whole. 
8. Enumeration of specific school activities which are 
encouraged and which have character bu i lding values (34:393). 
The survey indicated t hat: 
1. The schools w(:: r c gi vipg attention to the development of 
good character with definite character educ a tion activitfes 
(34: 383). 
2. The majority of schools use regular curricular and extra~ 
c ~rricu1ar activities in developing desirable habits and 
ideals. 
3. Twenty per cent use codes, courses of study, or r &ting 
plans. 
, 'Twenty per cent have programmed periods for character 
education. 
Sixty per cent usee opening exercises for character 
education. 
4. Character educ :~, t i on is the result of classroom and 
school activities as a whole. 
5. The daily time allotments were as follows: 
-16-
~ ,.:~~., : .,, ~'T"' . ''''. 
";'"" : 
Sixty-six per cent gave time in kindergarten and first . 
six grad,es. 
Twenty-four per ce nt in Grades 7 and 9. 
Ten per cent in Grades 10 to 12(:54: 384). 
6. Eight percent, or nineteen schools, had courses of study 
7. Methods use: 
a. Direct and indirect teaching were equally stressed. 
b. All agreed that act~al practice was necessary. 
c. Many stressed the need of bringing ethic~l les~ons 
into all subjects and activities. 
d. Many urged the training in the specific forrnationof 
desirable habits while an equal number recommended 
that chara.cter education should be accomplished 
indirectly and incidently through the subject-matter. 
e. Socialized methods of instruction were named. 
f. -Froper supervision of all pupil activities and 
relationships was thought necessary. 
g. The conception of adequate concepts of ideals was 
mentioned. 
h. lJ'he organization of the school and class was thought 
helpful (34: 385). 
1. The establishment of definite stand ards of conduct 
and character was s tressed by some While the 
undesirability of over-stressing them was emphasized 
by others. 
. j. Others stressed the proper development of each pupil 
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as an individual and the allowance of choice, initiative, 
and freedom. 
It. The need for defini te knowledge concerning the actual 
methods whereby character development may be furthered, 
was one of the ch i ef findings of t:he committee. 
1. Subjects and topics of the curriculum are mentioned 
as ways of obtaining character education results: 
biography, history, literat-'Jre, English, and civics 
receiving most emphasis. 
8. In attitudes and relations, the following are noted: 
a. Influence of the teacher 
b. Life in school 
c. Relation of pupil and teacher 
. d. Pupil relation (34: 386). 
9. Pupil activities suggested: 
a. Physica.l education 
b. School control 
c. Club 
d. Assembly 
e. Social 
f. Social welfare 
g. Journalistic (34: 386) • 
h. Religious 
10. Desirable outcomes arranged in the order of frequency: 
a. Courtesy 
b. Honesty 
-18-
e ': ' .. Cooperation 
d. Loyalty 
e . Conformity 
f. rtesponsibility 
. g. Justice 
h. Independence 
1- Industry 
j. Service 
k. Self-Control 
1. Promptness 
m. Judgment 
n. Accuracy 
o. Sportsmanship (34: 390) .• 
'Ihe committee made va ~: ' ious other studies which ~ave 
suggestions for character development: 
It briefly r eviewed some elementary and seconday courses 
of study (34: 390-405). 
It pointed out the ways in which various subjects 
contribute to charact er and the improvement of conduct. 
It listed characteristics of good class r oom procedure 
(34: 405-421). 
It listed objectives in charact er training in the 
ki.ndergarten (34: 421-27). 
It suggested character development through definite 
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extra-curricular activities (34: 439-4l). 
The Hbove survey carried on by the National Education 
Association brought together character educ &tion material in 
use in the schools •. ~harters a nalyzed some courses of study 
but he did so only for the purpose of showing that di r ect as 
we l l as indirect method s of character-tra ining are being used 
(13: 197-204 ). Cavan made a study of type s of character-
training being carried on in the Uni ted Sl at r' s ·. Letters were 
sent to 72 citi es with the following ret~rns: 
Three had no courses of study. 
Fifteen used religious educ a tion, reatling Bible. 
One used mental hygience in high-school. 
Thirty-seven used the direct method. 
Sixteen trained in character ~ through class activities. 
She gave the salient poin t s of a few outstanding systems which 
exemplify direct teaching, indirect teaching, mental hygiene" 
case conference, and student government as methods (9:917-25). 
Experimental studies in character testing do not show t h e 
same objective results that have been secured in connection ' 
with school achievement and intelligence. The field of the 
emotions is subjec~ive; actions do not always express the 
will ;lmowledge of ·the right does not always bring about 
corresponding action; and human beings are not alw~ys 
consisten~ .in their r esponses .to- situs.tions which call for the 
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trait action. Extensive experiments h ave been performed 
the University of lowa and Columbia University. 
The TIesearch Station in Character Ed.ucation at the i. 
University of Iowa has issued "A Guide to Literature fo p 
ChsJ'ac te r -Training." Literature was classified by .';Sr Lde, by 
:'Tlerit, and by ethical situation ·v.pon the approval of compe tent 
cri t ics and the prefe r ences of children ( 47: 30-31). Research 
is now being carried on to discover mental and social elements 
in cbaracter or personality. 1be Sta tion is attempting to 
(la ~.:r the foundations of the curriculum by using tests to 
det e rmine the ad.aptability of mate r ials to the maturity of 
pupils. Controlled observatio 'ls are being carried on to 
deterxine in terms of conduct the value of various methods .of 
appeal. Scales fo r self-rating and ra ting by others have been 
drawn up (49: 48-49). 
Among t he Iowa stud.ies; Slaight undertook to find the 
conditioning factors in untruthfulness in c hildren. His 
expertmental group exhibited untruthfulness as shown by 
previous tests, while the control group had displayed 
truthfulness. The object of the study wa s to find other 
qualities associated with truthfulness and untruthfulness. 
~ental t ests were given and showed little relationship between 
intelligence and truthfulness in this group. No difference was 
fOl.md between the two groups in .tbeir ability to understand 
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terms or in ability to memorize. The experimental 
grOUP was more suggestible, more imaginative , and lac king in 
. restraint. ~he control group excelled in range of knowledge, 
carefulness of reaction, and in stability and control (49: 48). 
Shuttleworth, at the University of Iowa, endeavored to 
mea sure the character factors involved in scholastic success. 
He u sed three tech nics: the assayer, 8. self-rating device, ani 
a questionnaire to mea sure environmental factors. He found a 
coeff ici ent of correlation of .497 in the assayer test, of .48 
.in the self-rating test, and of .481 in environmental 
conditions to scholastic success. The following trai t s were 
found among those which he isolated as being a cause for 
scholastic SlJ.ccess. 
Intelligence or interest in cultural things. 
Imagination, not dependenc e on conventional response. 
Political interests of a social nature rather than 
c onventional patriotism. 
Ability to work alone as contrasted to a need for 
companionship. 
Interest in other than pleasur e loving pu rsuits. 
In religious preferences,s piritual interests as contrasted 
to church attendance ( 42: 6 <3-46). 
The Character Education I r;quiry of Columbia Uni versi ty 
carried on an elaborate study of character under the direction · 
. - " 
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of' Hartshorne and May. Over ele,ven thousand children/ in Grades 
5 to 8 were chosen from various economic levels, intelligence 
. . 
levels, types of communities, social levels, national racial 
levels, occupHtional levels, and religious affiliations. The 
nroblem was to test intellectual factors, emotional factors, 
nerformance factors, and the relation of these factors to 
" -
each other. 'The larger problems which the study wished to 
investigate were stated in question form: 
1. How is chl:Jracter achieved? VVhat factors e-nter into it? 
How are these related? 
2. 1.l\fhat are the educations.l processes by which these 
dete~mining conditions may be controlled? 
3. How may progress in character be measured? 
It was necessary to divide the factors.; to determine the 
interrelation; to find the biological and SOCiological 
concomitants of knowledge, attitudes, and conduct; and to 
evaluate certain educational technics purporting to develop 
character or ha~:::'its and ideals. The method of study was by 
testing because there was a time limit for the inquiry and 
tF'sting was the most convenient method. 
i 
The first step was to build the tests. In order to test 
moral knowledge or ability to foresee the types of consequence 
that might follow from the simple type of activity such 
as s~E,rting B.cross the street without looking both ways: 
1. Children were asked to :tell.~hings which might happen. 
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2. A series of acts were given. _ Pupils were to check those 
most likely to happen. 
3. Children were then asked to check those acts which were 
most important. 
In order to test their social ethical vocabulary pupils 
were: 
lw Asked to check what was best to do in a situation. 
2. Given a provocative test. 
3. Asked to show skill in making a decision. 
'The-dynamic tests were the Woodworth Social Attitudes, the 
yratthew Emotional Stability, and the otis Suggestibility Test. 
The children were to decide on the type of 'person chosen for a 
friend, ~he kind of activities which make for success and 
failure, the extreme truth or falsity of statements, and li~e 
preferences. The conduct tests were to test deception by 
giving pupils the opportunity to cheat, lie, and steal, in 
the classroom, in athletics, about work at home and games at 
! 
home: to test cooperation, by ,exITi bi'ting class loyalty 
or giving up ice cream and candy for the poor: to test 
inhibition by measuring the power to resist when interest 
conflicts with resistance: to test persistence, and-to measure 
the relative strength of desire and of intellectual decision. 
To determ~ne the extent to which the tests measured 
" 
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character, the results secured with a selected group of 800 
children were checked against: 
Heputation among teac'-:: ers and classmates. 
~Nork i n .school, home, and community. 
Pen portraits of the character of the children {23:609-619}. 
~he observations of the study wer e as fol l ows: 
In these tests, honesty did not seem to be a un i fied tr s1t. 
Few children were consistantly honest. Cheating, lying, 
anel stealing were mainly the produ.c t of unfortunate .81 tua tions. 
'The tests w1th this group showed a correlation of .50 
between knowledge and conduct. 
Pupils. act,ed like the group. If a. child was put into 
ano ther group, he acted as the new group did, in some cases, 
In this study there was no significant relation between 
'mowledge and conduct (23: 754-57)., 
The biolo~ical concomitants noted in the study were: 
1. Age: Older children were more persistent and disci plined. 
'There W f3, S Ii ttle correIa tion betvfeen moral knowledge 
and age. 
2. Sex: The results wer~ not consistent. 
'There was no difference in deception and persistenc€' , 
between gi r-ls and boys. 
Boys were slightly better in service and control and 
- ?5 -
inh~bition (23: 758). 
3. Intelligence: 'This group exhibited a high correlation 
between moral knowledge and intelligence 
There was a lower corr elation between intelligence a nd 
I 
service, inhibition and pers~stence. 
4. H~alth and Physical Conditions: 'Ther~ wa s no correla tion 
between the hea l th and the character scores of th i s group 
- ( 23: 758-59). 
As to social concomitan t s of character: 
1. Socio-Economic Background: 
'The higher group showed a correla t ion with honesty, 
socia.l opinions, and knowledge of right and wrong. 
'The lower g ':c'oup showed a correlation with helpfulness, 
s ervice, inhibition, and persistence. 
2. Cooperation of Parents: 
The cooperation of parents with the school corresponded 
with the coope~a tion of their children with the testers 
at school. 
3. Ees~mblance of Siblings: 
.... 
'There was a correlation of honesty among siblings. 
The correlation among siblings in s ervice, inhibition, 
and persistence, was not so great. 
'There was a"correla tion between responsibility and 
heridity and environment. 
, .. G;,"' 
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4. Nationality and Religion: 
The children of English and Scandinavian parents 
coop erated and were more honest and charitable. 
Children of Irish and Italian parentage usually stood at 
the bottom of the list. 1~ere were similar differ~nces 
in self-control. 
1here was no difference noted in catholic, protestant, 
or Jewish pupils not accounted for, by other concomitant 
5. Schooling: 
In this study, there was a correlation behn en those 
pupils who were enrolled in Sunday School and honesty, 
coopera tion, inhi1;i tion, and persistence. 
1nere was a low correlation between the moral knowledge 
of Sunday school teachers and the moral knowledge of 
their pupils. 
There was u high correIa tion between the moral knowled (,; 
of parents and the moral knowledge of their children. 
6. Schools: 
In this study, the pupils attending private schools 
were more honest. Better bomes and environment were not 
sufficient to account for the difference between those 
who attended private schools and public schools. It. 
seemed to be due to progressive methods. 
'The attitude of the te'acher was significant. 'Ihe 
children of the cooperative and sympathetic teachers 
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were more honest, more cooperative, and more self-
controlled. 
Deportment marks in school correlated with honesty. 
La. grades correlated with dishonesty. 
7. Miscellaneous Concomitants: 
~:here was a very slight difference between pupil s in· 
organi 7ations pu.rporting .to develop character and those 
who dmd not belong to such organizations. 
There was very little correlation between associates 
( ?3: 760-62). 
The im olications of this study, if carried t.o their logical 
conclne ion, would indicate th!:\ t charactereduc~1.. ti on by code 
and school organization is useless and that the only school 
t hat can instill good citizenship is one which has such a 
wholesome spirit that students na turally do :t.he right things. 
The testing of chs.rs.cter qu.ali ties is too larg~ly experimental 
to base conclusions on such tests entirely. The matters 
tested should be tried by many more and varied cases, and in 
different ways, before results can be considered. 
'The significant books on character that have appe ered 
recently are many. Charters has become the outstanding 
defender of the direct method of teaching character, although 
he holdS that both direct and indirect methods, used together 
bring Ph" best results (13: 181 and 210). ·,n;The : 1.leaching of 
~ -: ';-.:!>. 
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Ideals" gives a fair explanation of both methods. Germane and 
Germ.ane, in "Character Education," advocate the indirect 
method, laying stress upon case st,udies, democratic schools, 
home and school relations, and programs for the home (19:xvii). 
'Two recen -l- studies made at Teachers College, were of use in 
this study. Strang made an analysis of courses of study and 
textbooks On health education with the purpose of finding 
the subject matter included. Ihe tabulated the frequency of 
topics as mentioned and evaluated her material on the opinion 
of experts. 'The writer followed her method of lis ting eourses 
of study in the bibliography (50: 104-107). The fureauof 
Curriculum hesearch of Teachers College made a study of 498 i 
courses of study. These courses were rated by research 
students as to points of strength and wea~ess. A study was 
made of the above ratings, in which each pOint of stre ngth 
and weakness was tabulated and classified. Additional guidanc 
for setting up criteria was taken from sta.nda~d references for 
each of the sUbject-matter fields, and a study of sta.ndards 
was set up for measuring textbooks. Tentative criteria in 
each of the subject-matter fields were built and were 
critically-reviewed by certain members of the Teachers College 
Faculty. 'Ihe criteria were drafted in final form so as to 
include many diverse and opposing points of view(5l: 6-7}. 
An adapted form of the Criteria for Evaluating Civics Courses 
(51:43-49) bas been used in this study. 
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CEAPTER II 
GENERAL EXAMINATION OF COURSES OF STUDY 
An examination o:f character educe tion COU I'ses of study used 
in this paper shows a very great variation. 1!he cou Y'ses range 
from 8. brief outline to a workable guide with definite l' 
requirements, subject matter, references, and activities by 
which the objectives may be carried out. The state bulletin 
issued by Alabama is called "Character-Training: The Joint 
Responsibility o:f Home, School,and Community. tr It is largely 
IJ1ade up of articles written for p~;,rents and teachers regarding 
ways and means of character development. Fifteen ideals are 
l i sted, but there is no instruction :for the carrying out of 
the work in school (I). 
Birmingham adopts a slogan each year around which the 
curriculum and thA work of the year center. The interest of 
the whole city is given to the subject and everybody plays the 
game with the children. Local papers, clues, civic 
organizations, . and ministers, from their pulpits aid in keeping 
the metter be:fore the people o:f the city. 'Ihe :first slogan 
chosen was tt'.[he Development of Character through Health." 
Attention was turned to the improvement in quality and kind of 
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food supplied by lunchrooms, children were weighed and 
measured, and the percentage of underweight children was 
~ 
reduced. 'l'he next year "The Development of Character through 
Sportsmanship" was taken as the slogan, and the following year 
"The Development of Character through Work (20:1-3)." "The 
Prograln f or Character Education through Courtesy;!' 1928, gives 
very definit e methods and devices for teaching courtesy and 
lists topics for monthly study (II). 
Boston h as perhaps the most elaborate course of study of 
all cities. Its "Course in Citizenship 'through Character 
Development," is supplemented by a monthly pamphlet which 
brings to eabh teacher the experience and practice of other 
teachers along character-training lines. The Boston course, 
with its definition of character - "life dominated by 
principles" - presents the Hutchins Co de as the starting point · 
of its character study. Each trait is dwelt upon in turn for 
two weeks in each gr b-de throughout the year. There is a daily 
fifteen minute discussion at the opening of school which is 
directed by the teacher. A detailed program is worked ou t 
fo r each grade, giving t opics for discuss i on, activities for 
practice, and correlations with other subjects. ~-he Boston 
Cour s e is an example of d irect character teaching (III). 
The Buffalo course of study, entitled "Character Building, :tr 
, . 
·, 
. ,', 
, 
;~ 
! 
.... 
.... 
'. 
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is a compilation of wha t is being done in element ts; ry schools 
of Puffalo toward the fostering of high ideals of chEracter 
and citizenship. Princi nals and teachers were asked to submit 
the methods knOVl1Il to them which actually produced character 
development. A ~ist of traits is given, as well a s the 
Hu tc },ins Code, 1Nashington's Rules f'or Conduct, and Collier's 
Code. Opportunities for character training are given for 
the 'dndergarten and for var:i.ous subjects, in play, · a ssemblies, 
a nCJ thr ough awards. There is no statement as to t ~ me or 
method (IV). 
"Character Education in the Denver Public Schools" is 
indirect in its insistence on a pleasurable situation for the 
instilling of hab:i.ts and IJ ttitudes. It includes planned 
'activities which will bring about character results indirectly. 
() .... ne dis l.inct feature is a report car d which recognizes 
character as well as scholarship achievements. If a pupil 
gets 'a grade of' C in any trait, a conference is arranged with 
p j? rent and teacher so that home and school may cooperate in 
improvement. There are no traits mentioned for special 
emphasis, except those named on the report card (V). 
'lbe Fort Wayne "Outline ·for Character Education in the 
Public Schools" collects under ten headings ' those traits of' 
c }-:,aracter and those modes of thought and action which seem of 
value in training for char ccter. A suggestive outline is 
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prepared for groups of grades, offering tea chers a definite 
method of approach. The same traits are stressed in each 
grou p, but different activities are given for three groups. 
Kindergarten and Grades land 2 form the first, Grades 3 and 4 
form t he second, and Grades 5 and 6 the third. Incidental 
teaching is desired, and teachers are to apply c haracter-
building activities in th c.: regular work (VI). 
The State of Idaho, in its course of study for elementary 
schools, devotes ten pages to "Improvement of Conduct." It 
uses the Five-Point Plan as developed by the Character 
Education Institution. This plan gives emphasis as follows: 
Twenty percent to classroom organization. 
Ten percent to the Children's Morality Code. 
Thirty percent to character projects. 
Thirty percent to character motives and personal influence. 
Ten percent to character charts and school records. 
Character training is accomplished by: 
Point One - Uncle Sam's Boys and Girls organized in each 
room. 
Point Two - Copies of Hutchins Code given out and discussed. 
Polnt Three - COlTLl1li t tees for cooperation, decora.tion, h~alth 
and sports. 
Point Four - Fifteen minutes at opening of each day and time 
for clubs. 
Point Five - Grading on ten ' po~nts (VII). 
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"::en pages in the Iowa Sta te Course of Study are devoted to 
"Moral Educat:i.on." Direct and 'indirect teaching is encouraged 
and activities are worked out under traits. Organizations a nd 
report cards from the Five-Point Plan are suggested (IX). 
Indianapolis, in a brief of a full course of study to be 
prepared, urges the use of every opportunity for the direct 
and indirect teaching of ch&racter. The course, when finis hed, 
will be graded and simultaneous teaching is to be followed in 
all grades. Exa.mples of typical lessons are given (VIII). 
Kansas City, Missouri, has prepared a bulletin, "Character 
Building: Princioles and Suggested Procedure." It contains 
pr inci ples and each school is to work out a system of 
procedure by faculty conferences. No list of traits is given 
for adoption as ea ch school is to work out appropriate ones. 
It seems t o follow the direct method ' (X). 
(Ih e state course of study for Kentucky, devotes nine pages 
to "Chara.cter and Conduct." It states tha t traits are best 
t aught by f~bles, stories, myths, li t erature, biography, and 
other subjects. The government of the school is considered a 
means of instilling character qualitiel;l. Although it teaches 
character incidently, it ha s a long list of virtues to be 
stressed(XI). 
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Long Beach, California, has a graded course of study, 
"Character Education." A definite time is a l lotted: twenty-
five minutes for Grades 1,2,and 3, and forty minutes for 
Grades 4,5, and 6. Although the traits ' stressed, " have been 
limited to five; aims, habits, and situations have been listed 
unde:r each trait, for each grade. 'Typical lessons are given 
for each virtue in each grade. Blank pages are placed in the 
bo ~k so that teac hers will insert good lesson plans for the 
course when it is revised (XII). 
'Tbe Los . Angeles, Califor nia, course of study in .' 
"Citizenshipr! follows mod ern procedure in presenting material 
for character-trainitig. Objectives are stated f6r three 
g :-:'oups: kindergarten, firs t, and second grades; third and 
fourth grades; and fifth and sixth grades. 'lhe objectives 
are attained by unit plans containing situa tions for 
developing char act er. Problems are presented to the child 
through stories fo r him to finish, thro ugh situations where 
he decides what a person sho1)ld h ave done, and through 
situa tions in which he identifies the trait wh ich is requi r ed 
G.nd tells whether the character has it or not. Constructive 
meth~ds of handling conduct cases in the classroom are cited. 
Indirect teaching is prescribed ' for the first two grades, 
while both direct and indirect teaching may be used in the 
other grades (XIII). 
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"The Teaching of Citizenship in The Elementary Schbol" is 
the titl e of the Maryland state course of study. It sets 
definite goals for each trait. Separate activities are 
suggested for Grades 1, 2, and 3; and for Grades 4, 5, and 6. 
Concrete examples of character-training are compiled from 
re ports of counties in Maryland. School organizations, social 
activities, and lessons in civics, geograpby, history, and 
literature (XIV). 
TIle, program of "Ci tizenship Training in The Minneapoli"s 
Schools" proposes a definite meeting of the Civic League, a 
class organization, daily. The cours-:e of study permits 
freedom in the manner of instruction but gives examples of 
civic clut meetings in which character tra.its are emphasized 
(XV) • 
Mississippi issues a "Course in Moral Instruction" for 
te ntative use. The Ten Connnandments, the Hutchins Code, 
the Golden Rule, together with rules for manners and conduct 
are to be learned ~nd discussed. The course will be revised 
(XVI) • 
The Missouri sta te course of study in " Ch aracter Education" 
is suggestive rather than definite in its method. Scientific 
studies made at the University of Missouri, significant 
methods oftea.ching, and succ,essful examples of the developmen 
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of character are noted. The purpose of the course is to give 
te Hchers an understanding of the problem of character 
education as it is interpreted at the present time. 1he course 
offers practical suggestions for its solution (XVII). 
Gregg, of Nebraska W'esleyan Universi ty, prepared a course 
of study in "Character Education" .for the schools of Nebraska. 
Objectives .for ki ndergarten, first, second, and third grades 
are listed separately from those of the fourth, fifth, and 
sixth grades. Activities and means of teaching are given. 
1.here are chapters on child psychology to aid the teacher in 
• 
understandf-ng the pupils she tee.ches. . Teaching in thetirst 
group is indirect while, in the second group, direct teaching : ' , 
and a deflni te time allotment are prescribed (XVIII). 
The "Program of Studies, Character E~~cati6n" for New 
Hampshire proposes incidental teaching for kindergarten, 
first, second, and third grades and direct teaching .for Grades 
4, 5, and 6. Fifteen minutes daily,1:ac allo.tted in the upper 
group. The whole list of traits 1s to be covered in each 
grade with adaptation to the age and interest of the pupil. 
There is to be no lecturing but abundance of illustrative 
material, story-telling, and actual practice on the part of 
the pupil (XIX). 
The New York City course of . 4;sr "Character Trainingtl uses 
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method with the Hutchins Code as its basls. The 
in each grade are the SfiII'.e but the material is 
increased in meaning and difficulty. ~he kindergarten a nd 
first grade are to ICRd the child to behave correctly. In the 
second yesr, the reason fOf the right response is introduced 
to the child. In the third yeLr, the teacher is to present 
the general idea Of . a morality code and g, ' ide the children 
in making their own. In ":he fourth year, character-training 
centers about ci tizensh:1.p and includes thos e parts of the 
code that enumer&te the traits of the good American. 'The 
~lpils of the fifth year study the connection between the 
welfHre of the country and the character of its citizens. The 
Code of Morals, in its entirety, is given in the sixth year • • 
For each grHde, courteous pr ~~cticeB EU'e suggested (XX). 
Norfolk has published s. bulletin "Character Education in 
The Norfolk Elementary Schools" to be used as a guide for 
teachers. The list of ideals to be used as a basis for 
. character development was compiled from traits collected 
from parents, pupils, and teachers. Grade com:'l'i ttees selected 
a few traits to receive particular emphasis: some in 
kindergarten and first grade; and others in the remaining 
grades. Examples of successful practices in teaching 
character are shown. Both direct and indirect teaching are to 
be practiced (XXI). 
pro 
"Building Character through Activities" is the title of 
the elementary course of study published by Oakland, 
Celifornia. Under the headings of Clubs, Dramatization, 
Games and Contest, Handwork, Class and School Organizations, 
and lLating, teachers have compiled character-building 
activities which they have found successful. There are no 
virutes or methods prescribed and the course advocates 
indirect teaching (XXII). 
Oklahoma City, Ok lahoma, offers its COUl"se of study 
under the heading of "Character Educa tion in Life Situation~ 
Type situations introducing difficulties of conduct form 
the ba sis of the course. n"'" °t ti lot is stated., .l.'lle s 1 us. , on, 
should be in the life experience of the pupils. Itmay 
be presented in the form of a question. VarloUs solutions 
of the problem may be suggested and the best one chosen. 
'TIle pupils will then be guided to look for similar 
situations that need improvement. A rul e of conduc t may 
be drawn up and t he pupils may show how they have lived up to 
the rule (XXIII). 
The Omaha, Nebraska, course of study is mimeographed 
, . 
mat erial based on the Hutchins .Code. Poems, quotations, and 
stories . are included in the cou.rs:e · (XXIV). 
Philadelphia' s "C')1UrSe of StU.dy in Civics, " certain 
are assigned to be taught in the first four gra des. 
plans, acti vities, and topics for d iscussion are 
IvEn for each grade. 1here is attach ed a list of appropriat 
stories, song s, and ga mes , (XXV). 
A small bulletin "Citizenship, In School and Out" is 
published by Spokane, Wa shington. .-', list of traits, adapted 
from the id eals of the Horace Mann School, is attached. The 
bulletin cont a i n s a code of ac t ion applicaple to c e rtain 
si t w --; tion s. Th e course is publishe d to aid teachers in 
giving advice to individual pupils in conferences (XXVI). 
Th e Texas course of study includes character education 
in its course for "Eleme n tary Social Studies." Each child 
i s to memo r ize the code and creed included. 1here is a list 
of traits and activities for practi c e. 
direc t (XXVII). 
The method is 
Utah attempts to gather the best though t and experience 
now a vailable in "Ch aracter.Education,.!! 13. suppl eme n t to 
the course of study. No special time is set aside for 
character-training, but in Grades 4, 5, and 6, dire~t 
teaching is suggested. Tnereare chapters on The Creative 
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I Aspect of Moral Personality; The Psychological Principles 
Pas j e to Character Educ at ion; The Case Method; and 'The 
Creation of School Spirit Conducive to Chara c ter 
Development (XXVIII) ~ . 
.. ':'" 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF COUHSES OF STUDY 
The character education courses of study used in this paper 
have been compiled in va I'ious ways. Five courses used 
scientific studies to aid in deciding on objectives and 
subject-matter. Course XIII made a survey of children's ideas 
of honesty in order to find honesty problems which present 
difficulties to children. The third and fourth grade children 
were a sked the following questions: 
If'lnere have you heard the word honesty? 
Why is honesty a good word to understand? 
Wha t do people do to show they are honest? 
What are the situations in which children show honesty? 
Name people who are known to have done an honest act. 
In answer to the first question, twenty-one places for 
hearing the word honesty were mentioned. The school, church, 
cmmnuni ty, and home were lis ted most often. When asked why 
honesty was a good word to understand, the replies were of 
two opposite ' types: some held that a knowledge of honesty 
proteced them and others held thathb:e knywledge of honesty 
t -·' )Y--ttti'&#i--~ · 
i 
! 
. i1 
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when not followed, brought harm. Twenty-nine different ways 
to show honesty were stated. The most frequently mentioned 
ways were concerned with cheating, withholding confession of 
wrong doing and taking only one free sample. Some of the 
honesty stand ards to be observed were keeping promises to 
mother, telling how clothes were soiled, doing homework when 
t old to, washing the fac e good when mother is not looking, 
owning up to talking in th~ room, going straight home, telling 
t he truth to teachers and principal, returning lost packages, 
giving correct change, paying back borrowed money, and 
stopping to aid the injured. From the ideas obtained in this 
survey, the children's greatest temptation to be dishonest 
included stealing, lying, cheating, and withstandipg 
t emptation. 'The study indicated that less t emptation to be 
d -lshonest existed when childY.'en wer e watched and when they did 
not want a thing. 'This s tudy was used in choOSing the subject-
matter for character situations, so that the situations might 
include experiences of the child rather than those of an adult 
(XIII: 37-39). 
Course XIV cites a survey of si tua tions which teachers h t'..ve 
fo"und as problems in the teaching of " c1 tizenship. In the Los 
Angeles schools, each teacher was asked to send a list of ten 
situations which showed the need of citizenship training. The 
following list was submitted by teachers: 
Interrupting , 
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IVTu. tila ting school property 
Lack of conslderation for the property of others 
Stealing - borrowing without permission 
Lying 
Tattling 
Lack of dependability 
Lac k of consideration of classmates 
Lack of courtesy-
Cheating 
'Nasting time 
Wasting school sup~lies 
Disobedience - slowness in obeying 
4l11ying 
Pushing and "disorder in lines 
Lac k of' thrift 
Unwillingness to take blame 
Deceitfulness 
Cruelty to a.nimals 
Laughing at mistakes 
Lack of self-control 
Poor health habits 
Selfishn~ss 
Loitering 
Disregard of safety rules 
Poor sportsmanship in games 
Untidy deaks and rooms ' 
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Lack of pride in appearance of school yard 
Truancy 
Lack of punctuality 
Personal cleanliness 
Impudence 
Petty quarrelling 
Arguing before .obeying 
Inattention 
Lack of cooperation 
Disregard of safety ru1es 
~respassingon a neighbor's yard 
Eating candy and chewing gum 
Playing marbles for keeps 
Lack of ambition to do good work 
·Race antagonism 
Using milk money for candy 
Lack of respect for authority 
Sullenness when corrected 
Talking Spanish on grounds 
P:rying ( XIV) • 
Course XVII makes use of a table showing the faults of 
Missouri school chi1dren from kindergarten age to eighteen 
years. Germane with the aid of teaehers compiled i-his lis t 
from case studies of 2,368 chil<lreI). (XVII: 9). 'Ihe.course 
also gives the findings of as_tuny by Agnes Boysen who 
, ' ." ",' 
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busin~ss men as to why boys and girls were not 
ma~ing good as employees. The employers attributed failures 
to l ack of moral qualities rather than to deficiency along 
scholastic lines. (XVII: 11). 
Cou r se XVIII includes the Indiana Survey of Religiolls 
Education. TYis survey a tte:mpted to find the difference in 
react i on t etween chi ldren who had r eceived 'rnoral instruction 
" 
and ch l l dren who l &cked this training. The same character 
t e f. ts were given to Boy Scouts', Camp Fire Girls, and then to 
groups who had had no special character-training. The groups ' 
with organized traini ng averaged higher than the groups 
without training . Another test given aft er a lapse of time 
showed a greater percenta ge of gain in the groups without 
tra ining th ,m in the trained groups (XVIII: 43-44). The 
d i fference between the findings of t his ' study and that of 
t he Character Education Inquiry indicates the need of. further 
experimenta t ion. 
Course XXI used a collective method of a ssembltng the 
traits ~o be used ~as the basis of its Character-training. Of 
t h e traits sugge sted, 150 wer e proposed by parents, 118 by 
te achers, 124 by pupils, whil e the faculties of elementary 
schools offered 75. 1nese lists were combined and 'from t he 
t wenty-four traits most frequently mentione~, the ideals for 
emphasis in-the schools were selected (XXI: 47). 
'-,"'0-:'","" "",,,,,,.,'*;9 
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'Ihe procedures used by the twenty-eight cities and sta.tes 
in constructing their character education courses of study 
are assembled in Table I. Twenty courses of study were made 
by committees. There was much variation in the personnel 
of these committees: some were composed of teachers; others 
of supervisors; others mainly of university professors; 
while still others were composed of committees of teachers, 
principals, supervisors, and specia.1ists. Three courses were 
prepBred by indi viduals. Five cupriculEt mentioned the aid 
of experts in the field of curric1Jlum-ma1dngwho advised the 
cOJrL'1"i ttees when problems occurred. Pi ve courses show the use 
of scientific studies in preparing material. Nine Dourses 
are revised or have provision for revision. 
The courses of study present many methods of teaching 
character. Tab1e IIA shows the preference of each for direct 
or indirect teaching: The courses in which direct teaching 
was implied have been tabulated as approving of direct 
teaching. The table indicates that: 
Six prescrihe a definite period for character-training -
some for all grades - others for 'particular grades. 
The time differs in the courses of study: 
~wo courses give a daily fifteen ~!nute.period. 
One a110ts twenty minutes a week for Grades 4,5, ,and 6. 
One sets aside fifteen minutes daily in Grades 4,5,and,_,6 
One uses twenty-five minutes a week in Grades 1,2,and 3 
, .'1'·j Pi >", 
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TABLE I. PROCEDURE IN MAKING CHARA.CT'R EDUCATION CURRICULA 
IN 28 STATE AND CITY CC)TJRSES OF STUDY 
Course .:\dvice Not Use of Provision 
of Committee Individual, of, Stated Scientific for 
. Study Expert Studies Revision 
.~--
-
I x 
~I x 
. 
III x x x 
IV x 
v' 
_., 
x 
1'1 
., x x 
VII x x -x 
'.'111 x x 
Ix - -x 
.- ... -. 
x 
X x x 
-, XI x 
., 
XII x x 
XIII x x 
XIV x x 
XV X 
i' XVI x x 
XVII x x x 
--XVIII x x x 
.. 
XIX x 
~ XX x .--XXI x x 
XXII x 
XXIII x 
XXIV - .. 
.. __ .-
-x 
.-XXV x 
.,. 
XX~71 , x 
., 
XXVII x 
XXVIII x 'x x 
-
.. 
.. 
L. ~)~ • .J~A~\t;.L';~·.",_ . ~.,:~~j';'~~" " Ii'" _-".1:-' ,,/, j 
" " 
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and forty minutes in Grades 4, 5, and 6. 
Eleven courses of study state or imply thl:"!t direct teaching 
is to be used, but do not give a time allotment. T\'Vo of t t ,ese 
employ the direct method in Grades 4, 5, and 6 ( one of which 
also uses it in Grade :3 ) while they teach ct'aracter 
indirectly in the lower grades. The courses following the 
direct method also encourage incidental te ~.ching of character. 
Five courses imply that character can best be taught 
incidently and by good schoolroom procedure as well as through 
other school activities. 
Seven curricula do not state how character shall be taught 
but giv~ examples of the kind of training that is going on 1n 
schools. 
There is some variation noted in presenting material for 
Character-training. Table lIB tabulates the placement of 
ideals in the courses studied. Thirteen courses prescribe 
the s~~me traits to be taught in ea.ch ;jrade. Eight courses 
give different traits to be stressed in different grades. 
One course suggests that each school draw up its list of 
traits to be stressed. Five courses leave the teacher free to 
choose her goals, suggesting examples of character-training 
found in schools. 
In order to make a curriculum, the compilers must Icnow the 
objectives .. ,toward which they are working. Table III shows the 
,,, , , · ,,~ ' r ' .• : '~ 
TABLE IIA. PREFEHKITCE FOR DIRECT OR INCIDENTAL 'l'EACHING OF 'l""'!'!! 
C ~lARACTER AND GRADES IN '.I\THICH CHAli.i\.CTER-TRAINI NG IS 
RECOMMENDED OR REQ PIRED I N 28 STATE AND CITY COURSES OF S'l'UDY 
Course of Direct with Time Direct. with No Incidental No Statement 
Study Prescribed Time Ald>ttment Grades 
Minutes Frequency Grades Grades 
I 
-_ .. 
x 
II I All 
III 15 Daily --AJ:l 
-IV x 
V AlI 
-. VI All 
VII 15 Dally All I 
VIII All All 
IX All All 
-. .. X All 
;: XI All 
XII 25 Weekly 123 . ~ 40 WeeIcly 456 
XIII 3456 Kl2 f 
xXIV x 
-XV All 
XVI AIJ. " . . 
--XVII .. .x 
------ -~ . . . XVIII 20 Weekly 452. KI~3 
XIX 15 Daily 456 .•.. K123 
XX All 
XxI All All 
LXII x 
XXIII x 
XXIV .x 
---XXV 
--
A].1. 
XXVI All 
-XXVII All 
XXVIII 456 123 
--
--
)~; "':'~,;)~~~i~:Mt%.~$j~,: .. 9U4\(4f-94MJ, 1* Ilt 
', ' ~"" " " t : '~"""'; ' "'>1' . 
>'.; 
" 
' , 
" i 
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TABLE lIB. PLACE OF IDEALS BY GRADES IN 28 STATE 
I, AND CI'l'Y COURSES OF STUDY FOR CHARACTER-TRA UHNG 
!!""" 
i course Each Ideal Each School Different Ideals Not One Ideal 
of in to Make in Each Grade Stated in 
study Each Grade Own List Each Gr~; de , 
. 
-
I x 
-II x 
LIr x 
-IV x 
-V x 
-
-VI 
.-!. 
. .. -
~II x 
"V_III x 
IX x , " 
X x . 
-XI 
-)( 
XII x 
.' 
XIII x "', 
fvV ~ .,", x " 
XVI x 
XVII x 
XVIII x 
~I!. x 
XX x 
XXI x 
XXYI x 
-XXIII x 
XXIV x 
XXV x 
_XKVI x 
XXVII x 
]gYIII x 
. 
; 
,\':,;'i:t:i;, , . 
ethods of setting forth objectives in the courses 
courses formulate objectives in general terms; seven 
. Imply general objectives; fourteen specify objectives in the 
form of trai t s for all grad~s, two of which 13,lso expres s them 
generally; seven give objectives in the form of traits for 
different grades; while two do n ot state objectives. 'lable IV 
. 
points out the frequency of the general objectives. In 
maki ng this table it was necessary to restate some objectives 
which were alike in meaning in order to pr ocure a better 
ta bula tion of frequency • . 
Table V lists objectives in the form of traits to be 
stressed. The distribution and frequency of virtues are 
noted as well as the order in which the:' id~~ls :::' oce'Ur in the 
courses of study. 'Nhile no course records more than twenty-
flve traits to be stressed, sixty-eight ideals are mentioned. 
'This shows a large range of ideals for fourteen courses of 
study and indicates that there is not much uniformity of 
opinion as to the ideals to be stressed in this sampling~ 
It is not cle Hr whether the order in which io.ea18 are 
listed has any significance or not. No course st e tes thiit 
the most important trait is pl aced first and the rest in the 
order of importance. Table VI assembles the virtues in the 
order in which they occur in the various curricula. Below 
are listed . the traits according to the number of times they 
· .. ...... ; .. ~ .:" .. ,',". "' "'':'' 
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TA BLE III. SHOWING EXTENT TO WHICH OBJEC'T IVFS ARE STATED 
IN GENERAL TF:RNI S OR CONTAINED,. IN LISTS OF IDEALS I N 28 
sr.rATE AND CI T'I COURSES OF' STUDY FOR CHAHACTER-TRAINING 
::;ourse 
of 
study 
s tated in 
General 
Terms 
General 
Objectives 
Implied 
List of Ideals Listed 
Ideals by Grades 
x 
Objectives 
Not Stated 
TABLE I V. DISTRI BUTION _"!NT:' FRE'~,UE]'\ CY OF GENERAL OBJECTIVES 
H 'TPLIED BY 28 STATE AND CI'IY COURSES OF STUDY Fon CRAR ACTER-TRi,;INTNG 
No Objectives 
'} 
:-A 
,..-
" 
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TABLE v. DISTRIBUTION ~ ORDER, AND FREQUENCY OF TRAITS STRESSED 
BY 28 STATE AND CITY COURSES JF STUDY FOR CHARACTER-TRAINING 
-
- Course of StudY 
H H HI::: ..... Nc. Traits H H H H", H H > HH H Ci H HH H H > H H HiMl H H H H:> » ~ ...., H H> H HH >< H H .t<' H ~ ~ ~ :>H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ l? HH HH :» » H ><>< >< >< ><>< 
ItLoyalty If 
" 12 G II 1/ 5 /0 ItJ II 10 ,~ 
-2Self-Control .a. 20 1 /l, 7 17 ..2- :z. 7 , 
-3 iHealth J 7 ~ ~D I ( I t It_ 
4Hones'ty 
" 
f :L IS 3 /3 I q I 
5Kindness 7 ~ 3 I frI. q q tl- l 
6Thr·ift 13 5 18 21 'I ~ ~ "! 
'iCourage I~ /0 :lJ> 1O I. t , 
8Courtesy 
" 
4- if 2- 3 I If.i ~ 
90bedience I to 101 b 8 .2- , 
10 Cooperation 5" .3 10 ., 13 S 
11 Duty 
" 
, 7 
" 
, s 
12 Good'Norkmanship 1 'I 7 7 I .; 
l~ RellB.Ol1l ty "- 7 ( t;/. ¥ S 
14 Self-Reliance J S 
" 
3 3 s 
IE Industn 'I :u oJ. 1 ",. 
16 Nobility I ,'7 9 
" "" 1 Punctuality "- 18 5 .... fJ. 
18 Team-Work f /0 , 'I 1/1. 
19 Truthfulness r IN. I. 1-+ 
2C Cleanliness ) 2- j ., 
21 Initiative 10 t t. .J 
2k Orderliness ~ 2- S .I 
2' Patriotism /s /.1- 2ij. 3 
24 !Respect 
" 
, 10 
" 2E fFiesponsibilitJ 3 ; II ./ 
26 Sportsmanship "- , !J j 
2 'Clean-Play s I S" .2 
~ Forgiveness /l- If) .2 
29 Gratitude '1 1/ .2 
~~O Jus tiee 1.3 8 !2 
3) Leadership 1/ I ~ 
32 Manners 5 f4 .2 
33 Persevera.nce ,I. 7 .2 
34 Sympathy :11 '1 ..! 
3J2 [t.!nselfishness 
" If 
~ 
36 Accuracy 2- I 
3'( Ambition ~ , 
38 APpllcatlon 
" 
I 
39 Appreciation 
'A#- I 40 Care Property 1st I 
iiI Charity I 1 
42 Cheerfulness I I 
43 Citizenship ." , 
A:.4 lilear Th1nldna , , 5", , 
/, /i,'.;~~;i~~i 
"-'" \, 
'\' 
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TABLE v. Continued 
Cour s e of Study ~;\, 
I· Trai t:' I~ I~ 1' -1 I~ I~ 1..-I~ I~ I~ IH I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ IE Is I~ I~ I~ /S I::: I~ I~ IE Is I~ I§ 11 IH I::: li-i 1:;:- I~ I~ 1>< I~ 1>< I~ >< I~ I~ I~ 1>< I~ 
~!?-_~~-Ll C t I~ IT 
[r,onservatlon 13 II 
ir:onsideration I~ II 
contentment 11c, I 
Efficiency 
" 
, 
!Fair Pltly 
" 
I 
!Friendliness IS , 
~ i~p.np,rosi ty 1/4- T 
Gentleness 3 
" IGQod Will Ilf II lHappJIl~sS 111 I 
~.~ 1H11mlli ty lIS rT 
5'1 IJudgment lot II 
~ .",isura 1/1 II 
59 Loye S 'f 
5C lNeatn_ess 1,3 , 
16] IPersonalHabi ts 15 IT 
IS:2 IPoli teness 1..2. I 
t6~ IPrudence III 
164 !Reverence II. 
16E !safety I, 
166 lService rtf 
161j ITem-eerance 1.21 , 
\16E ITrustworthines ~ 17 I 
.......- '-
I 
; ";;"'}' 
. ' 
, , ..•• "':-'. ':',.:,J.,.:, .. 
'I 
·· ·"r" .. '·'":""'··., .... I·,· , "l'~~·~..., ' :"~ · · ·· :" .. ·~ ... 
. ~~r- · " ,:t,~/\~~1*'ffi.¥~9;~+} , ';'. . 
-
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TABLE VI. ORDER IN WHICH TRAITS OCCUR I N LISTS OF IDEALS OF 
:1!S STATE AND CITY COURSES OF STUDY ·FOR CHARACTER-TRAINING 
Order ln Llsts 
No Trait 
'M ;1.\1 1".1 I ~ Ill) ltD t:- oo 1m ~. .:::! i~ I~ I~ !~ I~ t:- I~ I~ ICil @ ~ i~ ~ ~ r-I 
1 Loyalty I I J J , / I 
-2 Sel:f-Control II j J , I I 
3 '}feal th IH I , J I 
-4 IHonesty I I , I I~ J I 
"5 lE:lndnp.ss I I :t I 1-' 
-6 1hrif t .1 I I' J I / 
I 7 IQ~~age I I..! I , 
-S Courtesy ..2. I I I I 
9 10bedience 1/ I J I I J 
10 ICoop~rEi tibn I I I I 
- 11 IDuty 1<1- II 
12 IGood Workmanship 13 , 
13 [Relitibi Ii ty I 3 I 
14. Self-Reliance !3 I I 
15 rndu~try I I J 
16 [Nobility • I I I 
17 Punctua l ity ~ I I 
IS. I Team-Work 13 I I · 
19. I Truthfulness I [2 I . 
20. [Clenaliness I [2 . - r-
21 :nitlative I I / 
22 [Orderliness I I I 
23. [Patriotism [I I ( 
24~ [Resp~ct Ii I I 
25 IResponsi bl1l ty .2- I 
26 [Sport~manship I II I 
~ lClean PlaT i.2 
28 [For~i veness I , 
29 [Gratitude I I 
30 [Justice I I 
~1.. ILe-adershlp , I 
_32 [Manners I / 
33 Perseverance J I 
94 [SYMpathy I I 
35 IUnselJishness L I 
3Q !\.ccuracy I 
37 Ambl tlon J 
38 ljlPlica tlon I 
3~~ IAp'PP&tU.8. tlbnn I 
40 ' rCare oiif Pr_opert:v I 
41~ Uhatl1n' 1 
42 Cheerfulness , 
43 Citiz .... 1"Ilith .1) I 
44 Clear """".1 . ,lci 1"IQ' iI 
- '. 
, .. .• . )', ••. ,'7' 
b ; "· -'¥·#ftA',;iii' t :.,¥ . t " 
pr- , J.~c, .. 
, 
' ' ,:, '/:~f~~:j::"i;" ,' ; 
, 
r-
-5'7": '7' . ': '."': " 
TABLE VI. Cont1nued 
-_ ..... ,- OrderlnL"ists '-- ' -
No Trait to LQ to t:- eD t:- eD 0 r-I (\J to '>Ii LQ ..-I (\J <:::Ii 0'> 0 r-I (\J to '>Ii LQ '-D 0'> 
,) r-I r-I r-I rl r-I ! M 1M rl rl M (\J C\'] (\J (\J (\J C\l 
_ . i-
..• 
45 Conduct J 
46 Conservation I 
47 Consideration I 
(] 8 Conten tment ~ I 
49 Ef f iciency I 
50 Fair Play I 
51 Friendliness I 
52 Generosity I 
53 Gentlene ss I 
54 Good Will I 
55 HapDiness I 
56 Humility I 
57 J'~ , dgment I 
58 Leisure I 
59 Love I 
60 Neatness I 
61 Persona} Habits I 
62 Politeness J 
63 Prudence I 
64 Reverence I 
65 S&fety I 
66 S (~rvice I 
67 Temper~nce I 
68 Trustworthiness I 
.- I-- . 
--=-= '"'-
Horizontal numerals show the order in which traits a r e listed 
in courses of study. 
Vertical numerals st&te t he number of courses 0 ." study v.rhich 
list the trait in t h e or de r shown. 
' . 
. , 
" , , 
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appear first, second, and so on, in the courses of study: 
First Secon9- 'Third 
Total Total 
Health 
Charity 
Cleanliness 
Good Workmanship 
honesty 
Kindness 
Leadership -
Nobility 
Obedienc e 
Reliability 
Self-Control 
Fourth 
Reliability 
Kindness 
Punc tuali ty 
Conduct 
Consideration 
Courtesy 
Good Will 
Industry 
Sportsmanship 
Unselfishness 
Seventh 
Good Workmanship 
Self-Control 
Duty 
Health 
Kindness 
Nobility 
Perseverance 
Reliability 
Trustworthiness 
Industry 
Tenth 
Courage 
Loyalty 
Cooperation 
Forgiveness 
Initiative 
. ".,", . " . . ' "," 
4 Self-Control 
1 Cleanliness 
1 Courtesy 
1 Ac curacy 
1 Health 
1 Honesty 
1 Judgment 
1 Obedience 
I Ord erl lness 
I Pnl iteness 
1 
Fifth 
;3 Clean Play 
2 Ambition 
2 Clear Thinking 
I Cooperation 
1 Thrift 
I . Love 
1- Loyalty 
I -Manners 
I Orderliness 
I Personal Habits 
Punctuali ty 
Self-Reliance 
Sportsmanship 
Eighth 
3 Teamwork 
2 Tru thfulness 
1 Cheerfulness 
1 Courage 
I Health 
1 Honesty 
1 Initiative 
1 Ju s tice 
1 Obedience 
1 Hespect 
Eleventh 
3 Loyalty 
3 Fair Play 
I Gr atitude 
I Leadership 
I Responsibility 
;3 Self-Reliance 
2 Cooperation 
2 Thrift 
I Re sponsibility 
1 Cons ervation 
1 Gentleness 
I Honesty 
I Kindness 
I Order l iness 
I 
Sixth 
2 Duty 
I Application 
I Courtesy 
I Efficiency 
I Initiative 
1 Loyalty 
I Nobility 
I Obedience 
1 Tru thfu Ine s s 
1 Unselfishness 
1 
I 
I 
Ninth 
3 Kindness 
'2 Hone sty 
I Courtesy 
I 'Thrift 
1 Good Workmanship 
1 Industry 
1 Nobility 
1 Sbfety 
1 Service 
1 Sportsmanship 
'Twelfth 
3 Care of Property 
1 Courtesy 
I Forgiveness 
I Loyalty 
I Ps.triotism 
Obedience 
Respect 
'I'eamwork 
'I'otal 
;3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
4 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
) 
-
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Thirteenth 
Total 
Cooperation 
1,hrift 
Justice 
Neatness 
Honesty 
1 Appreciation 
1 Gener osity 
1 Obedience 
1 Truthfulness 
1 Courage 
Seventeenth 
I Happiness 
Sixteenth 
Self-Control 
Contentment 
Persever ance 
Self-Reliance 
.: . ll hLeisure ' 
Ni~f~~enth 
Gratitude 
Respec,t 
Reverence 
Manners 
Twenty-second 
Industry 
1 Sympathy 
1 Self-Control 
Twentieth 
I Courage 
1 Self-Control 
I Health 
1 
'I\'1'enty-third 
I Thrift 
Twenty-fifth 
Citizenship 
Fifteenth 
Twenty-fourth 
I Patriotism 
I' 
Total 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
mere is li'ttle regulari ty in the order of placing idea.1s 
the courses of study. 
Table VII shows the grade placement of ldeaJ..~ " ln those 
courses of study which give objectives in the form of tr!<its 
for different grades. Below are iisted the ideals for 
different grades a.rranged according to the frequency in which 
they occur in the gr&des, 
Kinderg~rten 
Total 
Grade I 
Courtesy 
Responsibility 
Obedience 
Cooperation 
Punctuality 
Acceptance Rules 
Cheerfulness 
Cqnscient10usness 
Courage 
Dependability 
Fiilrness 
4 Courtesy 
.4 Cooperation 
3 Obedience 
5 Punctulai t"T' 
·,.:3 Beal,th '; . :. 
2 Panittuali ty 
2 'Ihrift 
2 Self-Control 
2 Truthfulness 
2 Orderliness 
2 Acceptance , Rules 
Grade 2 
'rotal 
6 Punc tuali ty 
4 Courtesy 
4 Cooperation 
4 Health 
11 Truthfulness 
3 Care of Property 
3 Dependability 
3 'Thrift 
3 Fair Play 
2 Obedienc~ 
2 Self-Control 
Total 
6 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
~ 
TA BLE VII. GRADE PLACE'\mNT OF' TRAITS LISTED BY SEVEN 
CITY AND STATE COURSES OF STUDY FOn CHABA CTER-'J'RAL'HNG 
Traits 
ation 
.- . --
I ~ 
TA BLE VII. Continued 
-,---._ . __ . . 
--. Course C' of Study 
;. No Traits V XIV XVIII XIX XXI XXV XXVIII 
-.: ... ' Grades 
~:.:'. : ,- - Kn J ~ F. K .- , Kn !4lfi b rn 1 2 ~L1 If ~. 1\ 1:-14 'Fi~ K 10 " ~ -~/:"( 
-$0 ' Justice I I I 
31 Kindness 1IIIi Iii 1111 I !/I J I ill I' 
32 Leadership /I I 11/ , I II I 
33 Leisure 11il lJi 
34 Lnvalty Ii I , lil.l 1. I '111 II I 
35 Manners III 
36 'i-/Iental Alertness II I 
37 Neatness III III I" I iI~1 
38 Obedience I /I ill ~ I I , III/ I v~ II ~ I 
39 Openmindedness I ~ It t 
t 40 Orderliness 
" 
I , , I !J.f 
41 Patriotism /111 I' / ~ill t 
-r- ;~~ ~ 42 Perseverance I" II1II I' I 1If1 , , 43 Politeness Ilf II 
-' >; 4 4 Posture III 
"-45 Punc tuali ty II I I lU' II II I' Ill} III , II 1111 II , II 
46 Regard for Others I 
47 Reliability illJ II/ II/I 
48 Res -oect for Authority III I , I , I , IJ 
49 Respect fo r Flag III 
50 Resnect fo r Parents II I LJll I , 
51 Respect for Property IJ III 1/ I 
" I / I /1 -' :" 52 Responsibi l ity , , I 
" 
I I I II I~ k~~ 53 Reverence 11 , I I I 
'- 154 Safety , 
55 Self,..Confidence J I I jiLl I /I; 
56 Self-Control , III 
" 
, I 
" 
III I I ~1.1 III I I I "II I _ 
57 Self-Reliance II11I II I I~ 
58 Sense of Humor I I III 
159 Service III I 
r <l 
- -. 
TABLE VII. Continued 
-. Course or S£uay 
v XIV XVIII XIX XXI XXV XXVIII 
~:: No Trai ts Grades ,< K tll2 L~ ,4 , ~ :K Ic. it) K ~ILi If; 6 K n c;; 14 6 K 14 ~ 'E 12L-.z 1.11c; ~ K I.; l-.z !'"~ 
r , 
. 
itj 
60 Social Attitudes 1../ I ./. 
, 61 Straightforwardness I I I I 
62 Sympathy iI,/ 
63 Team-Work II -; 
64 Thoroughness II I . I I '; 
65 Thrift II , , , I III I I , I I Iii I I I I 1111 
66 Tolerance I I I 
67 Trustworthiness I /I 
-:; . ... . 68 Truthfulness I I , , I II I I III t ~F 6~ Unselfishness I 11I1 ' ~ 
'10 Use of Tlme 1/ t ,:-' ~. ~;" ~1 '-, Willingness to Work I I .•. ":; 
;" ... 72 - Wisdom I' I . '?~ 
-
:: 
'.' 
.. 
,~ .-
e 
. : "' ·C:.<: ,~.;.-', c. ", c·. ' . . >.:; .... 
c' .. ,.~': . "" '" )', . 
.': .. ~-~:;,.;--:,,\ .. :.':: .. 
. ,-,": 
, 
., '; 
( . 
Kindergarten Grade One Grade 'l'Wo 
Total Total 
Friendliness 2 Cheerfulness 2 Respo nsibility 
Lea.dership 2 Cleanliness 2 Cheerfulness 
Self-Confidence 2 Perseverance 2 Courage 
Self-Control 2 Courage 2 Fairness 
Sense Humor 2 Dependability 2 Friendliness 
Straightforwardness2Fair Play 2 Initiative 
Truthfulness 2 F ,' irness 2 Kindness 
Respect Authority 2 Fr iendliness 2 Leadership 
Uns elfishness 2 Industry ~ Neatness 
ApDreciation I Initiativ~ ~ Perseverance 
-
Total 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Clear Thinking I Kindness 2 Respect Property 2 2 Thrift 1. Leadership 2 Respect Others 
F ~ir Play 1 Neatness 2 Self-Confidence 
Health 1 Respect Others 2 Self-Reliance 
Honesty lSelf-Confidence 2 Appreciation 
Industry 1 Self-R~liance 2 Citi zenship 
Initiative 1 Sense Humor 1 Civic Pride 
Loyalty 1 Straightforwardnessl Cleanliness 
Neatness I Patriotism I Clear Thinking 
2 
2 
1 
1 
· 1 
Orderliness 1 Conscientiousness 1 ConscientiousneSs 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Regard Others 1 Appreciation 1 Concentration 
Respect Auth~rity 1 Care Property 1 Generosity 
11 
1 
~ 
1 
Genero~ity I Citizenship I Honesty 
Punctuality 
Courtesy 
Cooperation 
Thrift 
Health 
Civic Pride 1 Industry 
Clear Thinking 1 Leisure 
Concentration I Loyalty 
Generosity I Orderliness 
Honesty I Patriotism 
Leisure 1 Politeness 
Loyal ty I Posture 
Politeness 1 rtespect Parents 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 Posture 1 Safety 
Respect Property 1 Sense Humor 1 
Respect Parents l . straightforwardnessl 
Trustworthiness I TrustworthinesS i 
Unselfishness 1 Unselfishness 
Willingness Work 1 Willingness work i 
Teamwork 1 Teamwork 1 
Use of Time 1 Dse of Time 
Helpfulness 1 Acceptance RuleS i 
Respect Flag 
Grade Three 
Total 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
·Grade Four 
·Thrift 
Self-Control 
Kindness 
Health 
Courage 
Tota.l 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
Grade Three 
Obedience 
Dependability 
Self-Control 
Truthfulness 
Responsibility 
Cheerfulness 
Clear 'Ihinking 
courage 
Fair Play 
Fairness 
Friendliness 
Honesty 
Ini ti ati ve 
Kindness 
Leadership 
Neatness 
Respect Property 
Respect Others 
Respect Parents 
Self-Beliance 
Self-Confidence 
Car~ ,. Property 
Appreciation 
Acceptance Rules 
Conscientiousness 
Cittzenship 
Civic 
Generosity 
Industry 
Leisure 
Loyalty 
Orderliness 
Patriotism 
Perseverance 
Politeness 
Reliability 
Sense Humor 
Unselfishness 
Willingness to Work 
Thoroughness 
Straightforwardness 
Social Attitudes 
Respect Flag 
Total 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1: 
1 
I', 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
If' , 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Grade Four 
Obedience 
Courtesy 
Honesty 
Industry 
Loyalty 
Cooperation 
Perseverance 
Punctuali ty 
Respect Prope:rty 
Fair Play 
Glear !hinking 
Rpppecla€ion ' :" " '. 
Dependabili ty .. 
p:, triotism 
Reliability 
Nea.tness 
Reverence 
Accuracy 
Ambition 
Care Property 
Consideration 
Cleanliness 
Civic Pride 
Duty 
Generosity 
Good Workmanship 
Grati tude 
Initiative 
Justice 
Leisure 
Leadership 
Orderliness 
Mental Alertness 
Openmindedness 
Manners 
Respect Others 
Respect Parents 
Self-Conf idence 
Belf-Reliance 
ThoDoughness 
Social Attitudes 
Sympathy 
Service 
Tolerance 
Truthfulness 
Wisdom 
.' ~-
.~ ! 
'J> ; 
, .. .. 
!;-:,,";',';I ~ , 
. "';';:;;~>; . 
}l. Total 
'.':c' , ' 3' 
,3 
\" 3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
' ! I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
~ 1 
1 
1 
1 
~ . 
Thrift 
Health 
Grade Five 
,', Self-Control 
punctuali ty 
cooperation 
courage 
Courtesy 
Honesty 
Industry 
Klndness 
Loyalty 
Obedienc e 
Respect Property 
Appreciation 
Clear thinking 
Dependability 
Fair Play 
Neatness 
Patriotism 
Perseverance 
He liability 
Reverence 
Initiative 
Accuracy 
Ambition 
Care Property 
Civic Pride 
Cleanliness 
Consider s,tion 
Duty 
Gener()sity 
Good ~orkmanship 
Gratitude 
Justice 
Leade r' ship 
Leisure 
Manne'rs 
Mental Alertness 
Openmindedness 
Orderliness 
Respect Others 
Self-Reliance 
Respect-Parents 
Service 
Social Attitudes 
Sympathy 
Thoroughness 
Tolerance 
Truthfulness 
Total 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Thrj:tt 
Hea~th 
Grade Six 
Self ... Control 
Punctuality 
Coopera tion 
Courage 
Courtesy 
Honesty 
Industry 
Kindness 
Loyalty 
Obedience 
Re spect Property 
Appreciation 
Clear 'lhinking 
Dependability 
Fair Play 
NeECtness 
Patriotism 
Perservance 
Reliability 
Reverence 
Initiative 
Accuracy 
Ambition 
Care ~operty 
Civic .l:ride 
Cleanliness 
Consideration 
Duty 
Generosity 
Good Workmanship 
Gratitude 
Justice 
Leadership 
Leisure 
Manners 
Mental Alertness 
Openmindedness 
Orderliness 
Respect Others 
Self-Reliance 
Respect Parents 
Service 
Social Attitudes 
Symp!. thy 
Thoroughness 
Tolerance 
Truthfulness 
Total 
4 , 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
.3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
I 
1 
l' .i ( : 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
: I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
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Grade Five Grade Six 
Wisdom 
'Iotal 
1 Wisdom 
Self-Confidence 
Total 
1 
1 
'The number of traits is too large to make the above lists 
of much value. Seven cour ses of study list ideals by grade. 
'This is too few a number to be significant. It may be noted 
tha t those virtues mimed by mos t courses of s,tudy in the 
kindergarten, first, and second grades have to do with the 
soci Llization of thi. child; while the n ext group of grades 
show a greater fre quency in the traits which make for 
personal perfection, such as self-control and thrift. 
Three courses of study have organized their activities 
~, round situations which require decisions of a Jroral nature. 
The writer d id not make a special study of situations which 
have character values, beclau'$~ a situation is stressed 
in character-training only because of the ideal which it 
illustrates. Course XXVI schedules activities which ch i ldren 
may be encouraged to perform at home, at school, and in 
society. Courses XIII and XXIII give definite situations 
which present problems and which, when discussed, teach 
character traits. 
It is not the purpose of this paper to cite every device 
and means of teach1ng character that is mentioned in each 
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course of study. 'lhe writer has attempted to group certain· 
devices which are found in many of the curricula studied. 
Many detailed activities have been omitted 8S thf:'~' ma.y be 
included under the following general headings, 
A. Enjjironment 
11. Example of teacher 
2.Democratic organization of the school and schoolroom 
3.0pportunity to practice the trait. 
4. Skillful management of difficult cases. 
5.School spirit 
B. General Methods 
1. Discussions 
2. Conferences 
3.Case Studies 
4.Use of situations 
5.Providing situations, real or imaginary 
6. Guidance 
7.Pro,iects 
8. Problem Bolving 
9. Socialized recitation 
lO.Supervised Study 
11. Commenda tion 
12.Assignments- clear - varied 
l3.Extra-curricular activities 
11~CbDrelation with other stilijects 
l5.Schooland class organizations 
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C. Devices in the Form of Activities 
1. Telling of stories and bio i.:.~raphy 
2. Dramatization 
3. Use of poems - study and memori zation of poems and 
quotations 
4. Charts - Record 2 of Progress - Scoring Successes - Roll 
of Honor 
5. Booklets - Golden Deeds - Self Records - Diaries 
6. Slogans mottoes 
7. Posters - cartoons 
8. Scrap books 
-
9. Bulletin :Board 
10. Exhibitions 
II. Excursions 
12. Placards in halls 
13. Illustrations 
14. -v is'.lsl educ a tion 
l5;.Drawing up lists of tr ' its 
16. Drawing up lists of trait actions 
17. Drawing up a creed 
-
pledge 
18. Library 
19. Play and playgl'ound acti vi ties 
20. Contests 
211.Debatirig 
22. Rew ards 
25. Talks by teachers - by pupils 
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24. Question box 
~5. Daily inspection 
26. Celebration of holidays 
27. Audit.orium activities 
28. Comm! ttees 
29. Campaigns 
30. Clubs 
D. Steps in Teaching a Trait 
1. Creating a desire for the trait 
2. Instruction in trait actions 
3. Generalization 
4. Application to new situations (XII:ll). 
E. Problem Solving in CharaGter i.)ituations 
1. Beginning with a concrete~aituat~orr 
2. Defining a problem 
3. Citing similar situations 
4. Suggesting solutions 
5. De~iding on solution: 
6. Transferring to other situations 
7. Judging results (XXIII:l). 
Table VIII gives SGhool and roorn organizations xhich are 
stressed in the courses of study. j\'lost of the courses allude 
to the character values of club activities but those selected 
are definitely stressed and named. Student participation in 
the gover~el1t of the school !smentioned by the greatest 
, 
TABLE VIII. SGHOOLl ANI» - CLASS ORGANIZATIONS MEN IJ:'IONED BY 
28 STATE AND CITY COURSES OF STUDY FOR CHARACTER-TRAINING 
"' Course of Study 
No. Organization H H H 
I~ ~ H H H H H H P- H H H H H H H H :> H H H ~ H H H H k ::> :> ~ I~ H H :> H H H ~ H H H H :> :> :> :> H :x::x: ~ ~ ~ :x: ~ H H H H ~. ~ :> P- H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ >< :x: :x: ~ >< ><>< >< ~ 
1. Student Government - I-/ / / / / / / / / / M 
2. Civic Club or League / / / / / $ 
3-. Boy Scouts / / / / / S 
4. Girl Scouts / / / / II. 
5. Gltll Re.ser17es s / / ¥ / ':1-
6. Uncle Sam's Goys and Girls / / / 
" 7. Kinghthood of youth / / ~
8. ittle Citizens Club I / ~ ,-
..9c. ~ittle He1per.s / / .3 ,J,;. " 
10. Knights and Ladies of To-Day / / ~ " b'. 11.. :aonor --OClety I I :L 
12. :Hi Y / I " ; ': 
-,0 
13. Junior American League / , .:v/ ' ",c, 
14. Health Club ), I ' - ' ~~ 15. Dau~hters or Amer1can RevOlu~1on / I .., , ' ,' 
16. .k'atro1 / I ';';i· 
17. Young American Citizens Club / I 
18. Junior !ted Cross / I 
19. Junior Audobon Society / I 
20. Knights of Silver Shield / I 
21. Clean News Club / I 
22~ Current Events Clut:) / I l 
23. Good Citizens League / I ~ 
24. Y'-nights or King Arthur / I , ,~ 
25. Modern Health Crusaders / I ~ 
~. [!'oun~ Amerlcan C1.ul> / I . ~ ::; 
B7 ~ ~ustling ' CitmzeiHr.: OJ,pb / I . i 
-
" 
' !~ 
• " ! 
· ~"' · " ""·"C· ~"~:.""~ i, ': " , !: ¥,'r '~ , ~,:r, ,,<,,,\~ : I:A.F.~iiI¥ . «~, ¥'\:.J'1Y;'!¢"l\,¥$W',~( ' v '" ',' 
. . ' '~;,l , 
',' .1-
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number of courses. Uncle Sam's Boys and Girls is the 
organization which is part of the Five-Point Plan6f r, the 
Character Education Institution and the Knighthood of Youth 
is the organization sponsored by the Child Welfare Association. 
Boy and Girl Scouts and Girl Reserves are also nationally 
known organizations. 
In line with national organization s, Table IX records the 
use of printed codes by the school systems studied. It will 
be noted that the Hutchins Code is included in m~ny courses 
of study. Courses iII~ VII; XX,' and XXIV use it as a basis 
for traits to be taught. The remaining courses merely print 
it as an aid to the teacher. Many school systems suggest the 
making of a school code ratheL' than the application of one 
already organized. 
Practically all courses of study suggest that character 
be developed in other subjects. Specific mention of corre-
lation 48 ' cited in Table X. 
A course of study should help teachers professionally. 
Four aids in teaching have been included in Table Xi. Twenty-
one courses include a professional bibliography for the use of 
teachers and eight courses contain lesson plans. Sixteen 
courses mention character qualifications necessary for good 
teaching ~~g three mention them for principals. Twelve 
-TABLE IX. CODES TO DEVELOP CHARACTER RECOMMENDED BY 28 
STATE AND CITY COURSES OF STUDY FOR CHARACTER-TRAINING 
., ' 
. 
Course of Study 
H 
No. Code H H H Hr-t H H H H H H > H H Hal 
H H H H H > H H H >< H H H H> :> > ~~ -. H H > H H H >< H H H H ~ :> > ~ H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ l>?: H H H H > ~ :> :> H >< >< >< >< >< >< >< >< >< >< ><8 . ... 
· ;t:~~ ~i5 1. !rut'chins. Code of Moral ty I I / I I I I / I / , ,,~ 
, .... • · ~1 ~1 "" 2. Collier's Morality Code I I .... , :: .\>l .,-
- ' . ' .. 0 ' 
3. 'ren Commandments I . " - f , ~t: 
' " 
- :.,. I :~: -:~-~If;~ 4. Scout Laws I ... ,' ," ;' 1 f:; ~! 
"""--
" . , 
f 
5. Washington's Rules for Conduct I I :. ' 
, 
6. The American Creed / I .. 
- -
, 
-
... ~ 
--
.... 
-- -...- -~~- - _. "- --
i 
TABLE x. SUBJECTS AND ACTIVITIES FREQUENCTLY MENTIONED FOR CORRELATION 
WITH CHARACTER-TRAINING IN- 28 STATE AND CITY COURSES OF STlJDY 
-- --
Course of Stud~ I 
No. Subject H H I~ H r-f H H H H H H l> I~ I~ GIS H H H I~ H IE H H H f:i H H H H ~ IE ..j.) H H l> H H H >< H I~ l> l> l> ~ ~ ~ >< ~ ~ >< I~ 0 H H H H :> :> >- :::-~ H >< >< >< >< >< >< >< >< >< >< >< 8 
1. Stories, Telling and Viscussing / / / / / I I I I , / / / 13 
2. English / / I I / / / / I / , / /2-
'Ii " 
, 
3~ Music I / / / / I / / , 
4. Assembly / / / / / I , 
5. Social studies I / / I / I , 
6. Art / I / I , / , 
7.- Physical .l:!:duca tion -t -I / / I / S :~ 
' 8. Poems, "liemorizing and Discussin~ / / / / / .; ",Vi ,_' , _, . 
9~ SCience / / I / / S-
10. Manual A.r ts / / I I Il 
II. Mathematics / / / / 1"-
12. Spelling / / / .J 
~. Home Economics / / .t.. 
14. School Paper / / .t 
15. _  Penmanship / / .t. 
16. Pictures, Apprec1Rt10n / / .t 
17. Games / I 
18. Public Speaking / I 
; ",. '~! .. ". ~ 
TABLE XI. FREQUENCY OF TYPES OF PROFESSIONAL AIDS FOUND IN 
28 STATE AND CITY COURSFS OF STUDY FOR CHARACTR-TRAINn~G 
--- ~. 
Course of Study 
No. Aid 
H H ~ !~ '; H H H H I~ H :> H !§ H H H H H :> i~ H H >< H H H :> ~ k 9 H H l> H H H >< H H H .~ :> ~ :> H ~ >< >< >< ~ H H H H :> :> :> :> H >< ><! >< I>< >< >< >< >< I~ >< >< >< >< E-i 
-.--~ 
1. Biblls>graphy I.L ~ LJ L / I J I I I I I I I III I I / "'1 
2. Qualifications of Teac~her I I I / / I / I I I I I I I I I ,t. 
""" 3. Report Cards I I ~ I I I I I I , I I / 1:1 
4. Lesson Plans I I I / / I I I I . 
-
5. Qualifications of Principal I / I ~ 
... 
, 
.,~ 
., .. 
---.. ~--
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courses suggest report ca.rds which measure cha.racter ·as 
well as scholastic success. Many courses emphasize the need 
of friendly relations between school and home. 
• 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY 
The questions rsised in this study were (1) what are the 
objectives and methods of character education as stt:ted by 
the courses studied and (2) how do the courses follow 
prescribed require~en~for courses of study in general? 
All but two of the incl'Jded character educd_tion courses 
of study have objectives stated or implied. It is possible 
to reduce to fifteen the thirty general objectives specified 
by the courses and noted in Table IV. This may be accomplish 
by subordinating certain objectives under main headings as 
follows: 
1. Set ideals before child. 
a. Clarify situation involving ideals. 
2. Lead to formation of right habits. 
a.~ Bring about change in conduct 
b. Secure mast-ry worth-while behavior. 
c. Se.cure right behavior • 
. 3. Devel,op judgment of right and wrong. 
a. Enabl.e pupil to see the moral elements in a situation. 
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bi Secure r1Sht thinking. 
4. Develop power to foresee results. 
5. Provide practice in ideals. 
a. Launch activities required by ideals. 
6 . Develop enthusiasm for ideals. 
a. Lead to right action by desire. 
b. Instill desire of ideals as objectives of action. 
7. Aid pupil to guide life by ideals. 
a. Equip child with ideals to meet situations. 
b. Secure t he fulfillment of moral obligations. 
c. Develop citizens of noble character. 
d. Translate qualities to concrete experience. 
8. Cultivate joy in work and play. 
9. Fost er love of beauty. 
a. Foster esteem for fine traits in others. 
10. Develop socially valuable p'urposes 
11.Help child to do better the things he would do anyway. 
l2.Train in desirable manners. 
13.Develop a sense of responsibility. 
l4.Develop able-bodied human beings. 
IS. Train in ability to think clearly. 
The report of the eommittee on Character Education of the 
Natio!Tal Edu~e.tion Association, summarizes the objectives 
of character educ a tion thus: 
1. To develop socially valuable purposes, leading in youth 
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or early maturity to the development 
2. To develop enthusiasm for the realization 
purnoses and coupled with this enthusiasm, intelligent 
time and energy. 
3. To develop the moral judgment - the ability to know 
what is right in any given situation. 
4. To develop the moral imagination - the ability to 
picture vividly the good or evil consequences to self and to 
others of any type of behavior. 
5 •. '1'0 develop all socially valuable nn tural capacities of 
the individual, and to direct the resultant abilities towards 
successfully fulfilling all one's moral obligations (IV: 7). 
These are included in our list, in items 10, 6, 3, 4, and '7b. 
The aims of ch r,racter educ~\ tion ' according to Charters a.re: 
1. To develop the established traits of character-item 7. 
2. To teach children to think their way through moral 
situations. Item 3. 
3. To genera te i n ch11dr en an emotional conviction 
concerning the importance of certain qualities of character 
(11 .: '747-8). Item 6. 
Starbuck's found: . tion jjrinciples contain mos t of the 
objectives stated: 
The end is personal. Item 7. 
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The end is social. Item 10. 
'lhe end is prac tical. Items <1 and ll. 
'lhe foundation of character is conduct. 2. 
Vitalize character through the sympathies. 6. 
Furnish the mind wi th the imagery and sYTnbols of right 
living. 1. 
Develop progressive skill in moral thoughtfulness. 3. 
Translate duty lnto beauty. S. 
Familia"ize children with the best of racial traits. 9. 
Awaken loyalty to a cause. 13. 
Two of Starhuck' s prL,ciples are omi tt~d: 
Measure progress and product. 
Stimu1:,te the spirit of reverence. 
Whe,t &.re the findings of the study as to otjectives st&ted 
in the form of ideals? Charters seems to be sure of the 
important ideals when he holds that the one major value Ibhat 
character contributes to the happiness and usefulness of the 
individual is a battery of moral traits B.nd social ideals. 
These he gives as h~nesty, truthfulness, courage, industry, 
ambition, kindness, cooperation, and tact (11:'746). The 
writer has combined the ideals held out by Charters, qutchins 
Code, Collier's Code, Squires High-School Code, and Scout Laws 
into twenty~one ideals in Table XII. 
by the twenty-eight courses of study 
TABLE XII. T'NFN'I'Y- ONE TRAITS INCLUDING THOSE REGARDED 
AS FUNDAMENTAL BY SOME ORGANIZATIONS AND EXPERTS 
~{ . , Code Expert . Trait 
':, 
.. 
. . 
Hutchins Collier's Squires Scout Charters No Fr~q. 
Kindness Charity Kindness Kindness Kindness 1 Kindness .5 
--Courage, Bravery Bravery Courage 2 Courage 4 
'l'eamwork Helpfulness Helpfulness 
... 
Cooperation 3 Cooperation 4 
Industry .industry Industry 4 Industry :3 
-Loyalty Kair to Sta te Loyalty 0 Loyalty :3 
Reliability Trustworthy Hon~sty 6 Hones t y :3 
Truth Truth Truthfulness 7 Truth :3 
- Reverence Humility Reverence d· iteverence :3 ; . Selt-Contro1 - Strength ---_ ._. - Self'-Control 
O'5edlence 
2 
Obedlence . , ' 110 Obedience 2 
-.. ' Duty 
.. 
Responsibility. 11 ResQonsibility 2 J ._-' . . .. . 
,", Fair to Self Ambition 12 Ambition ? Sportsmanship Fiarness 
. __ . 
13 Sportsmanship 2 
Cleanliness Cleanliness 14 Cleanliness 2 
Good Health Healthfulness 15 Health 
.. ~ 
Courtesy ITact ,16 Courtesy. g 
Self-Reliance 17 Self-Reliance 1 
Good1;\T Orkma'ii:Ship 18 Good~Norkmansl1ir: J 
Cheerfulness 19 Cheerfulness 1 
Thr:i.ft 20 'lhrift 1 
Knowledge 21 Wisdom 1 
.. 
f : 
03 
0 
I 
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are not all traits. Many of them±are trait act:bona. The 
68 trnits in the courses of study are combined below under 
the tentative list of traits compiled in Table XII: 
1. Kindness - Forgiveness - Sympathy - Charity - Consideration 
Friendliness - Generesity- Gentleness - Love -
Service 
2. Courage 
3. Cooperation - Teamwork - Unselfishness - Care of Property 
Good Will 
4. Industry - Perseverance - Application 
S. Loyalty - Patriotism - Gratitude - Citizenship 
6. Honesty - Reliability - Justice -' Accuracy - Trustworthincs 
7. Truthfulness - Truth 
8. Reverence - Respect - Humility 
9. Self-Control -Orderliness - Conservation - Neatness 
Safety - Conduct - Punctuality -Personal Habits 
lO.Obedience -
11.Responsibility - Duty - Wise use of leisuI'e 
12.Ambition - Initiative - Leadership -
l3.Sportsmanship - Clean Play-Fair Play 
14. Cleanliness 
lS.Health - Temperance 
16.Courtesy - Manners - Politeness 
17. Self-Reliance -
18.Good Workmanship - Efficiency 
19. Cheerfulness 
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20. 'Thrift .. 
21. Knowledge .. Wisdom - Jl. pprecia tion - Nobility - Clear 
Thinking - Judgment - Prudence 
The above list is merely to show how our ideals may be 
simplified in time, to conform to a more uniform workable 
basis. 
The wide range ' of trai ts emphasiz;ed in gr 8_des in Table VII 
does not contain sufficient cases to give significant results. 
1'he substitu tion of trait actions fo r tralts in this list also 
confuses the results. 
Many of the courses i ncluded in this study indicate the 
of the direct method of te8.chil1g characte.~. Sixteen cour1Jes 
seem to approve of direct te~hing while twelve use either 
indirect teaching or do not state a preference. This is 
contrery to the general preference for the lnd·irect met~¢d 
(13: 210). 
There is no way to know whether the order of traits in each 
courses of study has any significance. It may be noted the t 
health is listed first in four courses. No other ideal is 
firs t in. more than one course of study. rrhere is no cri t.eria 
by which to judge which virtue is the most important. 'The 
authorities mentioned i n Table XII 1ist the following traits 
. first: 
Hutchins Code 
Collier's Code 
Squires Code 
Scout Laws 
Charters 
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SelfQControl 
Courage 
Self-Control 
Trustworthiness 
Honesty 
There was little provision for testing the product of 
chfJracter education in the twenty-eight state and city 
courses of study. Research in the field of character tests 
is still in the experimental stage. Report cards, as a 
general check are mentioned by many courses but the grading 
of these tis lergely subjective. Several courses maintain 
that the only test of character educction is in the 
modification of conduct. 
Harap, among his steps in currlculum-making gives the 
following: determine the composition of the curriculum-
committee; determine the objectives in the field; designate 
appropriate grades; find what activities may be carried on; 
decide on the main head:lngs; ma ',{e ins truc tion uni ts; anti"'revise 
placement of units in the course of study (21:243). Charters' 
steps are the determination of major objectives; the analysiS 
into ideals and 8ctivities; the arrangement of ideals in 
order of importance according to their value to the child; 
the deduct:1on of those activities that can be accomplished 
out of school; the collection of the best practices of the 
race in handling ideals and activities; and the arrangement 
of material in proper instructional order (13: 243). 
The crite:r.ia for evaluating courses of study compiled by the 
Bureau of Curriculum Research, Teachers Coll ege, gives the 
.followi ng points of strength for a curriculum: 
1. Clear statement of objectives. 
2. Provision for individual differences. 
3. Suggestions to give the teachers insight into the value 
of the aubject-matter. 
4. Illustrative material giveQ. 
5. Material based on present conditions. 
6 . Well selected references. 
The "i wri ter made use of the criteria for evaluating civics 
courses of stUdy compiled by the Bureau of Curriculum Research 
. ' 
(51:43-49 ). All the m&terial was not appropriate for 
character educ a tion cour ses of study, so the crit eria was 
adapted to our needs. Table XIIIshows how the courses of study 
correspond to the adapt ed criteria. 
To summarize the work of the study: 
1. Some of the character education curricula of the twenty-
eight states and cities have been compiled in a scientific 
2. Most of the courses of study included use both direct 
and . tn.dlrect m.ethods of teaching character although some do 
not s ;tS:te . a method. 
I;,. , ' :.' 
way. 
TABLE XIII. SHOWING THE EXTENT TO WHICH 28 STATE AND CITY COURSES OF STUDY CONFORM I 
WITH CRITERIA FOR COURSES OF STUDY IN CHARACT""R TRAINING 
~ Course of StudV' -H H I-;-f H Criteria H H H H H H :> H H H H H H H H :> H H H >< H H H H :> ~ E :> H H :> H H H >< H H I~ H ~ ~ :> :> H ~ ~ ~ ~ >< ~ ~ ~(- H H H H :> :> :> :> H >< >< >< >< ;x: >< >< >< 
_ .. --
t, 
A.Recognition of Objectives 
I.Statements Regarding 
a.General Objectives 1 I { I I I / I 
b.Specific Objectives 
l).Habits I I I I I 
2J.Attitudes I I I I I I I I , I I I I I I , I I , I I 
3J.Knowledge I 
~ •... c.GeneraI Objectives Implled I I I I I I I 
l' ' .• d.No Objectives Stated I I I 2.Validlty (I) 
a.Determined by Children I s Needs I I I I I I I C1I I I 1 I I I I .. 
b.DetermlneQ, by Adult Needs I / I 1 I I 1 I I I I I / I 
B.Organization of SUbJect-Matter 
I.Emphasis on ; , 
a.H$-bits I I I I I I I I I I I 
b.Attitudes I I I I I I 1 I I I I / / I I I / 
2~Form of Development 
a.Separate Subject I I 1 I 1 I I I I / / I I I I 
b.Incidental ~rogram I , I I I 
c.Sub.1ect-Matter by TopIcs I I I I I I I / 1 I I I I 1 I I. I / I I / 
d.Subject-lVlatter by Projects I I , / I I J . 
e.Topics or Activ1tIes 
1}.Repeated in Grades I I I 1 I I I I / "'1' 
'" 
I I I 1 I 
2).Dlfferent in Each Grade I I I I I / I I I 
f.Sequence DetermIned by 
1);Order in Course of Study I I I I I 
2~.Children's Needs I I I I 
" 
I I 1 I / / / I / I I I I I I I I 
3.Use Made of Scientific Studies I I / I / 
k 
0 
..... 
TABLE XIII. Continued 
Cours 
Criteria H H 
H H H H H :> 
H H :> H H H ~ H I~ H H ~ H H H H :> :> :> :> H >< >< >< >< 
-
C.Adaptation ot Teacher Needs 
1.Respect for. Judgment and Initiative I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
2.Suggestions for Correlation I I I I I I I I I I 
3.Illustrative Type Lessons I I I I I 
4~Suggestlons for Cheoking Results L I I I I I 
5~ Buggest i oIDS' Jfor 1 Va,riedLAsti vi ties I I I I I I I I I I I I 
6..Use of Scientific Studies I I 
7.References on Theory and Method I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
8.Refe r enoes for lihl1dren I I I I I I I { I 
p.Recognition of Pupil Needs 
. 1.Statements Regarding I 
a.Reoognition of Children's Experiences I I I 
D.Ac~!v!t!es I I I I , I I I I I I I I 
c.Projects and 6roblems I I I I I I I I I I I / I 
d. Use of Check 
E. Course of Study Itselt":MaKe-up 
I I I I I I 
L Clearness and Conciseness I I / I I I I I 
2~Usableness I I I I I I I I I 
3.Convenlence 
a.Index I I I , 
~. Ta~_e or Liontents I I I I I 
" 
I I I I I 
c.Definite Page Arrangement I I .1 I I I I I I I I I I 
d.Blank Pages for Notation of Teacher I 
4.Ease of Revision 
a.Printed I I I I I I , I I I I , I 
b.Mlmeographed ,. I 
c. Bound I , I I I ; I I I I I I I 
d.Single Sheets I I 
of ~tLldv 
H H H H 
H H H H :> H H H 
H H H X H H H H ~ ~ E E :> :> ~ H ~ ~ >< ~ ~ >< >< >< >< >< 
I I I I I I I I .i 
I , I I I I I 
I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I , I 
I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I / 
I I I I 
I I I I I I 
, 
, I , I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I 
I / I / / I I I , I I 
I / 
I 
ar 
01 , 
~ 
.~; 
! 
. J 
'1 
1 
,j 
"j 
J 
~:1 
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3. Some courses of study among the states and larger cities 
present the same ideal for : ail "gradee whI le others suggest 
different ideals for eac h grade. 
4. There is little uniformity in the objectives of the 
courses studied, either general or specific. 
There are other problems in ch8_ PRct E'r educ H tion curricula 
which might be made matters of study, 
1. A thorough study ~~ situations. 
2. A study of activities. 
3. A study of methods of teaching particular traits. 
4. A comparison of objectives of character education in 
current use with other authoritative criteria. 
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COURSES OF STUDY ANALYZED 
1. Charac ter Educa tion. The State Board. of Education, 
Alabama, 1927-28. 
The bulletin is pre sented to point out ways of fulfill-
ing the responsibility to the younger generation. P.4. 
II. Program for Character Development t:.llrough Courtesy. Grades: 
One to twelve, inch :tsive. School System: Birmingham Public 
Schools, Birmingham, Alabama, September, 1928. 
A committee suggests an analYSis of one viI'"ltue in 
monthly objectives for a year. ' Material is mimeographed. 
III-Course in Citizenship through ' Charact er Develo~nt. Grades 
One to eight, inclus i ve. School System; Boston Public 
Schools. Boston, Massachusetts, 1928. 
A committee of master:sY',prepared the bulletin. A detail , 
· i \ '~ 
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course foX' the sixth grade is included. The course is 
supplemented by a monthly pamphlet under the same name with 
specific examples. Milton Fairchild, advisor. 
IV.Character Building. Grades: Elementary. School :System: 
Department of Education, ruffalo, New York, 1927. 
The committee for character education prepared a report 
de 'sig:hed to show some of the devices and plans employed by 
principals and teachers in the matter of character-trainin~. 
P.5. 
V. Character Education in the Denver Public Schools. Grades: 
One to twelve, inclusive. School System: Denver Public 
Schools, Board of Education, Denver, Colorado, 1928-29. 
'l'his monograph was prepared by a special committee work~ 
ing under the direction and in cooperation with E.L. Brown, 
assistant superintendent, in charge of high-schools and 
R.R. Palmer, director of elementary education, Page 4. 
VI.An Outline for Character Education in the Public SchoolS of 
.;.;;...----------------"-' - -- - --
Fort Wayne. Grades: One to six, inclusive. School. System: 
The Public Schools. Fort Wayne, Indiana, September, 1927. 
The work represented by this outline was performed by a 
committee and is merely sugg~stive. It will be revised 
through the help of teachers. 
VII. "Improvement of Conduct. fT _ ; ~nguage Activities Course of 
Study and Manual of MethodS. Grades: One to eight, inclusiv 
School System: The State ~ard of Educa t ion, Idaho, 
September, 1928. Pp,. 67~7'l. 
, j 
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·. 
This ,ls a. tentative course of study giving the 
minimum essentials of instruction in the ma.tter presented 
It will be evaluated and revised. 
VIII. Course of Study in Character Education for the Public 
Schools. Grades: One to eight, inclusive. School System: 
. . . 
The Public Schools, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
This mimeographed brief of a complete course in 
character education was prepared by a comIni ttee and sub-
mitted for suggestions and cooperation for revision.P.2. 
IX. "Moral Education." Course of S · Schools 
Grades: One to eight, inclusive. School System: Depart-
mentof Public Instruction, Iowa, 1929. Pages 109-12. 
This course of study is the outcome of work by subject 
committees,B. S. Moya1, acting as chairman of the Civics 
B.nd Moral Educa t ion Committee. 
X. Character building: Princi ples and Suggested Procedures. 
Gr ades: One to twelve, inclusive. School System: Public 
Schools. Kansas City, Missouri, April, 1929. 
A committee of teachers, principals, and supervisors 
prepared this bulletin of principles and practices for 
c ~(:aracter building whiCh have bben found successful. 
XI. "Character and Conduct. , ~,: Kentucky State Course of Study 
4.tlllTeacher's Manual. Grades: One to eight, inclusive., 
School System: State Board of Education. Kentucky, 1925. 
Pp.230-36. 
'Ihlsco:urse of s pr'epared by a commi ttee on 
i 
I 
1 j 
". 
rurs.lsohools, J. Virgil Chapman, F.N. Hopkins, and 
L. N.Taylo1". . 
XII. Character Education. Grades: One to six, inclusive. 
School System: Long Beach City Schools. Long Beach, 
California, January, 1929. 
This course of study was produced by the curriculum 
department under the guidance of the curriculum director. 
The first draft of the Long Beach courses of study are 
written by a supervisor, a head of a department, or by a 
cla.ssroom teac::Cer. The second issue represents the work> 
of a committee of teachers who have had experience with 
the first draft. P. 4. 
XIII. Ci tizenship. Grades: One to six, inclus i ve. School 
System: Los Angeles City School District, Los Angeles, 
California, 1927. 
Th~s monograph was prepared by the Course of S~udy '. 
Department under the supervision of Ethel L. Salisbury. 
It discusses behavior desirable under varying circum-
str-mceB, suggests organization of activities in such a 
fashion as to be a. daily· .experience in right living, and 
provides a.ppropriate literature. P.6. 
XIV. !h,e lie_ching of Ci tizenshlp in the Elementary School. 
Grades: One to seven,11'l,~lusive. School System: State 
Department of EC'ucation~}Ma.ryland, August, 1926. 
The bulletin was edjf~;ed by M. rrheresia Widefield, 
assistantsu,pervisor' schools, with the help 
.. 
\,' '-I '~l 4~'i;~f:\~','h 
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. of ' 90unpy. ' stlpersfis6rs of the state. Page 2. 
XV. Citizenship Training in the Minneapolis Public Schools. 
Grades: .Elementary. School System: Minneapolis Public 
Schools. Minneapolis, Minnesota, June, 1928. 
The commIttee on citizenship training has gathered 
together the most successful experiences used in the 
elementary schools of Minneapolis. 
XVI. Course in Moral Instruction. State Board of Education, 
MiSSissippi. 
1bis is a tentative course of study made in accordanee 
with the requirements of state law and is to revised with 
suggestions ·from teachers. 
X'iII. Character Education. Grades: One to eight, inclusive. 
School Systein: Department of Public Schools. Missouri. 
The material was collected and arr/;;nged by Miss Cassie 
fuck, a rural supervisor, in connection with the course, 
Projects in Moral Education, at the University of 
Missouri. Apprecif: tion is extended to C. E. Germane of 
the University of Missouri for his assistance. P. 3. 
XVIII. Character Educa tion. Grades: One to twelve, incl'.;si ve. 
School System: Department. of PUblic Instruction. 
Nebraska, 1929. 
F.M. Gregg:, professor of pSYChology, Nebraska 'Nesleyan 
University, prepared this revll;!ed bulletin. 
XIX. Character Education. Gr(td'es: One to twelve, inclusive. 
School System: State Education. New Hampshire1927 
-98;" 
The outline for this course was drafted bya committee 
chosen by the Educational Council of New Hampshire. The 
coordination of par t s was done by Phila r;: . Griffin and 
the course has been mfi.de the subject of specit:. l study -lPy 
the superintendents of the state in general conference. 
Page 5. 
xx. Character Trainins. Grades: One to eight, inclusive. 
School System: Public Schools, New York, New York. 
XXI. Character Education in Norfolk Elementary Schools. Grades 
One to six, inclusive. School System: Norfolk Elementary 
Schools. Norfolk, Virginia, 1928. 
This bulletin, to be used as a guide in character 
education, was prepared by a character education 
committee of teachers, principals, and supervisors, of 
the Norfolk Elementary Schools. It gives samples of 
. 
means that have been used for -character development in 
the city. 
XXII. Building Charact~r through Activities. Grades: One to 
six, inclusive. School System: Oakland Public Schools. _ 
Oakland, California. 
The character education committee prepared a handbook 
of what teachers and students have done toward developing 
character. The articles were wri tten by t Eachers. P. 13. 
XXIII. Character Education in Life Situations. Grades: --..--~-------------- ' ="'"--~~-~~.;;. 
Elementary. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 
'Ibis mimeographed was prepared by -Lucy Helen 
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Meacham, director of grades. 
XXIV. \ft1meographed ManuscE·ipt. Grades: One to eight. Omaha, 
Nebraska. 
xxv. Course of Study in Civics. Grades: One to six, inclusive. 
School System: Board of Education. Philadelphia, 
Penn~ylvania, 1927. 
XXVI. Ci ti zenshipt In ScJ:l,~ol ~nd. Out. Spokane, Washington,lID28. 
This bulletin, prepared by the principals of Spokane, 
is a handbook 0 facti vi ties Yihich constitute good 
citizenship. 'Ihe material is not presented for formal 
teaching but as an aid in understanding pupils and 
de.velopJng .char"tic t er. 
XXVII. "Elementary Social Studies." Course of Study for 
Elementary Grades. Grades: One to seven, inclusive. 
School System: State Dep&rtment of Education. Texas. 
September, 1927. Pp. 161-81. 
III. Character Education. Grades: One to twelve, inclusive. 
School System: Department of Public InstI'l;.ction. Utah,1929. 
'Ihis bulletin, a revision of th," 1925 bulletin, is an 
attempt to assemble the best thought and experience now 
available on the subject of character education. Milton 
Bennion, of the University of Utah, was chairman of the 
c ommi t tee. Pp. 6 - 7. 
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